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Abstract 

The Humla Tibetan language [hut], spoken in the far northwest of Nepal, has received little 

scholarly attention. This report presents the results of sociolinguistic research conducted 

among the Tibetan-speaking communities in Humla District. The main goal of this research 

is to describe the primary dialect areas and investigate the relationships between them. 

Other goals are investigation of the ethnolinguistic identity, assessment of language vitality 

and understanding of the desires for development of the communities. In 2012 and 2013 

three fieldwork trips were undertaken for data collection. During these trips seven 

sociolinguistic tools were used. These were word lists, informal interviews, knowledgeable 

insider questionnaires, Recorded Story Questions, observation schedule and two 

participatory method tools, namely Dialect Mapping and Appreciative Inquiry. This research 

found that the different speech varieties among the Tibetan-speaking villages of Humla 

District should be seen as dialects of the same language. Four dialects are identified, namely: 

the Limi dialect (Til, Halji and Jang), the Upper Humla dialect (from Yari to Yalbang), the 

Lower Humla dialect (from Kermi to Kholsi to Tanggin), and the Eastern Humla dialect 

(from Burangse to Dojam). Attitudes towards the Limi dialect are the most positive. The 

intelligibility of the Limi dialect has the widest reach geographically. Most indicators show 

some cohesiveness among all the Tibetan speakers in Humla, but not strong. The language 

proficiency and vitality is high and the EGIDS level is correctly documented in the 

Ethnologue as being 6a (Vigorous). People seem interested in the possibility of learning to 

read and write their own language. The data suggests that it would be especially important to 

develop two products when creating oral materials. The two dialects that would be most 

helpful for this are the Limi dialect and the Eastern Humla dialect. However, it may be 

possible to develop one written standard that most people will be able to understand well. 

More research and discussion is needed.  
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सारांश 
 
नपेालको सदूुर उ�र–पि�ममा बोिलन ेह�ु ली ित�बती भाषा(हट)मा कम ैमा#ामा शिै$क %यान पगुकेो छ । यस *ितवदेनमा 

ह�ु ला िज- लाको ित�बती भाषा बोिलन ेसमदुायमा संचािलत भािषक–सामािजक अनसु0धानबाट *ा2 पिरणामह5 *6ततु 

गिरएका छन् । यस अनसु0धानको *मखु ल:य िवशषे भािषक $#ेह5को *ारि�भक 6थानको बारेमा बयान गनु= तथा ितनीह5 

बीचको स�ब0धह5बारे खोजी गनु= हो । अ0य ल:यह5 जनजातीय भािषक पिहचानको अ0वषेण गन >, भािषक सजीवता जाAँन े

र तथा समदुायह5को िबकासका आकां$ाह5बारे जानकारी िलन ेहन्ु । सन् २०१२ र २०१३ मा  तGयाH संकलनका लािग 

तीनवटा िफ-J–Kमणह5(िLप) स�पM गिरएका िथए । यी िLपह5का अवसरह5मा सातवटा सामािजक—भािषक औजारह5 

*योगमा -याइएका िथए । यी औजारह5, श�दसूचीह5,अनौपचािरक अ0तवा=ता=ह5, Rानवध=क िभ#का *Sनावलीह5, टपेमा 

भिरएका कथाका *Sनह5, पय=व$ेण तािलका तथा दइुटा सहभागीमूलक तिरकाका औजारह5 अथा=त 6थानिवशषेको 

भाषाको नTशाHन तथा 6वीकारज0य सोधपछुह5 िथए । यस अनसु0धानमा य6तो पाइयो िक ह�ु ला िज- लाका ित�बती भाषा 

बो-न ेगाउँह5का फरक फरक बोलीह5का िकिसमह5लाई एउट ैभाषाका 6थानिवशषेको बोलीको Vपमा हिेरनपुछ=  । पिहचान 

गिरएका 6थान िवशषेका बोलीह5, अथा=त िलमीको बोली (ितल्, हा-जी र जाW),उप- लो ह�ु लाको बोली (यारीदिेख 

यालबाWस�म), त- लो ह�ु लाको बोली (केमXबाट खो-सी र ताWगीनस�म), तथा पूवX ह�ु लाको बोली (बरुाWसबेाट दोजामस�म) 

हन्ु । िलमी बोली तफ= को झुकाव (मनोबिृ�) सबभ0दा सकारा[मक छ । िलमी बोलीको बोधग�यताको भौगोिलक पहुचँ 

सबभ0दा फरािकलो छ अथा=त यसको पहुचँल ेधरैे ठाउँ ओगटकेो छ । धरैे पिरसूचकह5ल ेह�ु लाका सब ैित�बती बो-नहे5 

बीचमा कुन ैिकिसमको स�ब0ध भएको तर [यित बिलयो नभएको दखेाउँछ । भािषक *वीणता तथा सजीवता उ^ छ र 

मानवशा6#मा EGIDS तह ६क (भीषण) भएको कुरा यथाथ=Vपमा उ- लखे गिरएको छ । [यहाकँा मािनसह5को आeनो भाषामा 

लfेन र पgन िसTन ेअिभVची भएको दिेख0छ । अ[यािधक संfयाका मािनसह5लाई दइुवटा िवकास पिरयोजनाह5hारा सवेा  

पiु याउन ुसिक0छ । भाषा िबकास काय=jम िलिखत सामkीह5 र सा$ारताhारा शVु गन > *यास गन= सिक0छ । [यस 

अव6थास�म पlुनका लािग समदुायह5hारा िवकासको मौिखक Vपलाई kहण गन >छन् । यी कुराह5ल ेसमदुायह5को िहmज े

लखेन काय=को िवकास गन > आकां$ाह5लाई सशn पान= र सा$ारता काय=jम तथा बहभुािषक िश$ा *यास शVु गन= सTछ । 
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Preface 

When I arrived in Nepal for the first time in March 2008, I could not have imagined the 

journey that was ahead of me. As a cultural anthropology student I had experience in rural 

Guatamala and rainforest West-Papua, Indonesia. Nepal offered a totally different 

experience again. I decided to try to come back to live and work here. Now, six years later, I 

have had the opportunity to conduct research among the Humla Tibetan communities in 

western Nepal. 

 

This sociolinguistic survey of the Humla Tibetan varieties of western Nepal was 

conducted in close partnership with the language documentation research that is being done 

by David Greninger. The data collection portion of this survey was carried out in June and 

October of 2012 and in June 2013 in Humla District of Nepal. The purpose of the survey is to 

provide more detailed information regarding the linguistic and sociolinguistic relationships 

among the Humla Tibetan communities, in order to support the language development and 

cultural preservation efforts of Humla Tibetans and provide information to the broader 

academic community. I trust that this report accurately reflects the data we collected. 

However, any comments and suggestions are welcomed. 

 

I greatly appreciate the many people who contributed to the completion of this language 

survey. With encouragement and direction from David Greninger, we were able to prepare 

well for fieldwork, and during fieldwork David’s participation was invaluable. John Eppele 

has been the key consultant in thinking through the research methodology and planning for 

the fieldwork. He also joined the team on the second trip and helped out with administering 

most of the tools. My colleague Stephanie Eichentopf was a great mentor during our first 

trip, showing me how to handle the many different situations encountered during fieldwork 

and encouraging me through eliciting my first word list and doing my first informal 

interview. My other colleagues, Holly Hilty and Jessi Mitchell, also helped in preparing me 

for fieldwork, editing my report writing and cheering me on along the way. 

 

Special thanks goes to Nurpu Bhote, who was with us during two field trips and whose 

contacts and experience in Humla were key to a successful completion of our data collection. 

He not only knew the right persons to contact in all the villages, he also led most of the 

Participatory Methods tools and helped out with translation and communication when that 

was needed. Similarly, Than Bahadur Rawat from Simikot has been an amazing guide during 

the field trips; he administered some Participatory Methods tools and also helped out with 

translation and communication. Pasang Dolker Lama played a key role as language helper 

during the third field trip. 

 

Of course, the most thanks go to the Humla Tibetan people whom we met during our 

visits. I thank you for your hospitality, your willingness to sit through long interviews or 

word lists, and your positive attitude towards us people from the outside, who asked strange 

questions. I hope this report will contribute greatly to your efforts for language development 

and that it may help you to be even more proud of your language and culture. Ultimately, 

that is why I wrote this report. 

March, 2014 

Klaas H. de Vries 

Kathmandu, Nepal 
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*T कथन 

 
जब म सन् २००८ मा नपेालमा पिहलो पटक आएको िथए,ँ [यस बखत मलै ेमरेो आगामी या#ा क6तो ह0ुछ होला भनरे 
क-पनास�म पिन गन= सकेको िथइन । एउटा सां6कृितक मानवशा6#ी िवpाथXको Vपमा मसगँ lवाटमेाला, पि�मी पपवुा र 
इqडोनिेशयाको अनभुव िथयो । नपेालमा मलै ेपूण=Vपल ेफरक िकिसमको अनभुव पाए ँ। मलै ेयहा ँफक> र आएर बs ेर काम गन= 
कोिशष गन > िनण=य गरे ं। अिहल े६ बष= पिछ पि�म नपेालको ह�ु ला ित�बती समदुायह5को अनसु0धान संचालन गन > अवसर 
पाएको छु ।  
 
पि�म नपेालको ह�ु ला ित�बती समदुायको यस सामािजक—भािषक सव >$ण डेिवड kिेनWरhारा गिरएको भािषक  

अनसु0धानको द6ताबजेको िनकटतम स�पक= मा रहरे संचालन गिरएको िथयो । यस सव >$णको तGयाH संकलन अंश चािहं 

सन् २०१२ को जून र अTटोवरमा र जून २०१३ मा नपेालको ह�ु ला िज- लामा संचालन गिरएको िथयो । यस सव >$णको उtेSय 

ह�ु ला ित�बतीह5को भािषक िवकास तथा सां6कृितक संर$णलाई टवेा िदन तथा शिै$क समदुायलाई u यापक जानकारी 

िदनका लािग ह�ु ला ित�बती समदुायह5को भािषक तथा सामािजक—भािषक स�ब0धह5बारे अV िब6ततृ जानकारी िदन ुहो । 

मलाई िवvास छ िक यस *ितवदेनल ेहामील ेसंकलन गरेको तGयाHको यथाथ= *ितिव�व गछ=  । ज ेहोस्, कुन ैपिन िटका—

िटwपणी र सझुावह5लाई 6वागत गिर0छ । 

 
म यस भािषक सव >$ण स�पM गन= योगदान िदनहुनु ेसम6त महानभुावह5मा आभार �यn गन= चाह0छु । डेिवड ग >िनWरको 
हौसला तथा िनद >शनल ेहाxो िफ-डको कामको तयारी गन= हामी स$म भयौ ंर िफ-डवक= को समयमा डेिवडको सहभािगता 
अमू-य िथयो । सारा अनसु0धान पhितको िबचार गन > िफ-डवक= को योजना िनमा=ण स�ब0धमा जोन एिwपली *मखु परामश=दाता 
हनुभुएकोछ । दोyो या#ामा उहा ँपिन सहभागी हनु ुभयो र अिधकतम औजारह5को *शासिनक काममा उहालँ ेसहयोग 
पiु याउनभुयो । पिहलो या#ाको लािग मरेी सहकमX 6तफेेनी आइकानतोफ अनभुवी सzाहकार भएर काम गिरिदनभुयो र उहालँ े
मलाई  िफ-Jवक= मा हुदँा कैयौ ंफरक फरक पिरि6थितहVको कसरी सामना गन > [यो दखेाइिदनभुयो र मरेो पिहलो श�दसूची 
तयार पान= र मरेो पिहलो अनौपचािरक अ0तवा=ता= तयार पान= *ो[साहन पिन िदन ुभयो । मरेा अ0य सहकमXह5 हली िह-ती र 
जसेी िमचलेल ेपिन मलाई मरेो िफ-Jवक= को तयारी गन > , *ितवदेन लfेदा स�पादन गिरिदन ेतथा कामको िशलिशलामा 
*ो[साहन गिरिदएर सहयोग िदनभुयो । 
 
नपूु= भोट ेजो हाxो दइुवट ैिफ-J या#ामा सगँ ैहनुहु0ुGयो र जसको ह�ु लामा स�पक=  र अनभुव हाxो तGयाH संकलन 
सफलतापूव=क स�पM गन= *मखु िथयो, उहालँाई िबशषे ध0यवाद िदन चाह0छु ।  उहालँ ेस�पूण= गाउँको उपयोगी मा0छे िचनकेो 
मा# होइन िक  सहभागीमूलक प{ितको औजारह5म%य ेधरैेजसोको नते[ृव पिन गिरिदनभुयो र आवSयक पदा= उ-था र 
संचारको काममा पिन सहयोग गिरिदनभुयो । [यस ैगरी िसमीकोटका थान बहादरु राउतल ेिफ-डको या#ामा हुदँा एकदम राxो 
गाइडको काम गिरिदनभुयो र उहालँ ेकेही सहभागीमूलक प{ितको औजारह5को *शासिनक काय= गिरिदनभुयो साथ ैसंचार र 
उ-थाको काममा पिन सहयोग गिरिदनभुयो । तyेो िफ-J या#ाको समयमा पासा| डो-कर लामाल ेभाषाको सहयोगीको Vपमा 
*मखु भूिमका खिेलिदनभुयो ।   
 
िन�यन ैहाxो िवशषे ध0यवाद, हाxो Kमणको बलेामा हामील ेभटेकेा ह�ु ला ित�बती मािनसह5लाई छ । तपा}ह5को 
आितGय, लामा लामा अ0तवा=ता=भिर र श�दसूिच बनाउँदा बिसिदन ेइAछा, र बािहरबाट आएका मािनस हामीह5 जसल ेएकदम 
अनौठा *Sनह5 सो%छन् उनीह5*ितको सकारा[मक मनोबिृ�को लािग म ध0यबाद िदन चाह0छु । मलाई आशा छ िक यस 
*ितवदेनल ेतपा}को भाषा िवकासको *यासलाई ठूलो योगदान िदनछे र तपा}लाई तपा}को आeनो भाषा र सं6कृित *ित 
गौरवाि0वत हनु मtत गन >छ । अ0ततोग[वा, यही कारणल ेमलै ेयो *ितवदेन लखेकेो हु ँ।   
 

माच= २०१४, 
Tलास एच िड ि�स 
काठमाडौ ं, नपेाल 
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1 Introduction1 

The Tibetan peoples of Humla District are Nepalese citizens, but culturally are Tibetan. They 

share many characteristics, both cultural and linguistic, with the nearby Tibetan populations 

in Nepal and the Tibetan Autonomous Region (TAR) of China. However, the Humla Tibetans 

have developed their own unique cultures and linguistic varieties. Previous anthropological 

research has established that the Humla Tibetan community is comprised of a set of 

interrelated communities that are distinct from yet related to each other and to the 

neighboring Tibetan communities in the TAR to the west and north and in Mugu District to 

the south and east. It is believed that Humla Tibetan is a Central Tibetan language similar to 

other Tibetan languages spoken in Nepal (Lewis 2009). However, up to this point, the 

Humla Tibetan language has received little scholarly attention. The only available linguistic 

analysis of Humla Tibetan is Chris Wilde's phonology of the Limi variety (2001). Based on 

interviews conducted in Kathmandu and a review of the available anthropological literature, 

Wilde (2001:5-7) posits five varieties of Tibetan spoken as mother-tongues by Humla 

Tibetans: Nyinba, La Yakba, Upper Humla, Limi and Humli Khyampa (a nomadic group). 

But no studies are available which focus on the sociolinguistic situation of the Humla 
Tibetans. 

 

1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this survey is to provide more detailed information regarding the linguistic 

and sociolinguistic relationships among the Humla Tibetan communities, in order to support 

the language development and cultural preservation efforts of the Humla Tibetans and 

provide information to the broader academic community. We hope that with this report we 

will contribute to the objective of the Linguistic Survey of Nepal (LinSuN) of Tribhuvan 

University of producing “a sociolinguistic profile for each of the languages of Nepal” (LinSuN 

Proposal 2008). 

 

1.2 Overview of the report 

The remainder of chapter 1 reviews the available literature on Humla Tibetan varieties. 

Chapter 2 covers the goals for this research and the methodology used. Chapter 3 is about 

dialect variation. In this latter chapter we will look at dialect and language identification, 

dialect attitudes and dialect intelligibility. Chapter four is on ethnolinguistic identity. 

Chapter five is about language vitality and EGIDS level and Chapter six is about desires for 

development. The report finishes with a chapter summarizing the findings and 

recommendations. 

 

1.3 Terminology 

There does not seem to be a widely accepted cover term for all the Tibetan peoples and 

language varieties of Humla. For the Tibetan peoples of Humla, Fürer-Haimendorf 

                                              
1 This sociolinguistic research has been done in conjunction with language documentation research on the Humla Tibetan varieties by 
David Greninger. His research is being done in collaboration with the Central Department of Linguistics of Tribhuvan University and is, 

at the time of writing, still ongoing. 
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(1988:269) uses the Nepali term bhotia 'Tibetan' in the phrases "Bhotias of Humla" and 

"Humla Bhotias". Levine (1988) employs the cover term "Humla Tibetan" to refer to both the 

culturally Tibetan peoples of Humla and the language they speak. Van Driem (2001) says 

that the Tibetan people of Humla are called "Limirong Tibetans" and he calls the language 

"Limirong". In addition, he states that, in the Nepali language, Limirong Tibetans are known 

as humli tamang (Van Driem 2001:856). “Humli Tamang” is also the term that Bradley 

(1997:5) uses. Wilde (2001:4) comments:  

Though the term Humla Bhotia is in itself derogatory, my language informant ... 

referred to her own language using this name ... Humla Bhotia could be regarded 

as an acceptable cover-term for the whole language in that it reflects both the 

location of the language area and the genetic affiliation of the language. 

However, a few lines later, Wilde states that the same informant who used Humla Bhotia 

also utilized the term phoke (a standard term meaning 'Tibetan language') because she was 

"unaware of any other term which would cover the language as a whole" (ibid.). In the 

Ethnologue, the Tibetan language spoken in Humla is simply labeled as "Humla" (Lewis 

2009). 

Tshewang Lama, a Humla Tibetan speaker from the Nyinba area, mentions three terms that 

have commonly been utilized in Humla to refer to all Humla Tibetans: jad, thapalya, and 

bhod. The Nepali word "Jad" is a derogatory term used to describe "people who come from 

the higher cold regions". A more polite Nepali term is Thapalya, which means "those who 

don't follow the caste system". Finally, Thapalya people refer to themselves in their own 

language as Bhod (Lama 2012:34-35). 

Although outsiders have employed a number of different terms to refer to the Tibetan people 

and the language of Humla, it is unclear if there is a widely accepted insider term that covers 

all the Tibetan varieties of Humla. Based on the available research, it seems that mother-

tongue speakers call their language 'Tibetan' using some variation of the Nepali term bhotia 

or the Tibetan term phoke.  

In this report, the term Humla Tibetan will be utilized as a cover term for the Tibetan people 

and language of Humla. In this chapter, we will use the term variety rather than dialect or 

language, thus maintaining a neutral position on the question of whether these varieties are 

dialects of the same language or a cluster of closely related languages. Later we will come to 

some conclusions based on our research. 

 

1.4 Geography 

The Humla Tibetan varieties are spoken in the far northwest of Nepal in the Humla District 

of the Karnali Zone. The Karnali Zone forms the northern part of the Mid-Western Region. 

The districts of Nepal are shown in Figure 1. 
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Nyinba inhabit villages between 9,500 feet (2896m) and 11,000 feet (3353m). This cluster 

begins about two kilometers east of Simikot and includes the villages of Trangshod 

(Buraungshe), Todpa (Turpa), Nyimatang (Limatang) and Barkhang (Baragaon). The 

hamlets of Madangkogpo, Langlo, and Wutig are also inhabited by Nyinba (Fürer-

Haimendorf 1988:270; Levine 1988:21-23).  

Then going east from the Nyinba area, following along to the north of the Chuwa Khola, one 

enters Thehe VDC. Then after passing through a few villages inhabited by non-Tibetan-

speaking peoples, one arrives in the Tsang Valley, also known as Dojam. The inhabitants of 

Dojam are a separate group of Humla Tibetans called Tsangba or Dojami (Lama 2012:35). 

 

1.4.2 Tugchulungba 

Traveling northwest from Simikot the main trail follows the Humla Karnali Nadi (river) and 

passes through a number of villages inhabited by non-Tibetan-speaking peoples. The next 

group of Humla Tibetan villages north of Simikot is located near the Hepka Khola in Hepka 

VDC. Some of the villages are also located near the Humla Karnali as it turns west into 

Khagalgaun VDC. This cluster of villages is called tugchulungba in Tibetan, meaning ‘the 

land of 60 rivers’, and sathikhole in Nepali (Lama 2012:35,78-80). Wilde (2001:6) labels the 

language variety spoken in this area as La Yakpa. The Tugchulungba area includes seven 

main villages: Hepka (Yakpa), Tangin (Tangen), Dhinga, Chyaduk (Chyaduki), Jar Kholsi 

(Jadkholchi), Khangalgaon and Kermi5 (Fürer-Haimendorf 1988:270). The main trail from 

Simikot northwest to the Chinese border at Hilsa does not pass through any of the 

Tugchulungba villages except for Kermi. On the main trail from Kermi northwest to Hilsa, 

the villages are inhabited almost exclusively by ethnic Tibetans (Pritchard-Jones and 

Gibbons 2007:82-86). 

 

1.4.3 Yultsodunba 

Following the Humli Karnali river northwest past Kermi, one reaches another group of 

Humla Tibetans known in Nepali as satthapale (Fürer-Haimendorf 1988:270) or sat 

thapalya and in Tibetan as yultshodunba, meaning ‘people from the cluster of seven villages’ 

(Lama 2012:35,80). The variety of Tibetan they speak has been named "Upper Humla" by 

Gurung (1979:103) and Wilde (2001:6). From southeast to northwest, the villages of 

Yalbang, Yanggar, and Muchu are situated along the Humli Karnali. After Muchu, the Humli 

Karnali turns north as the Yari Khola continues northwest past the villages of Tumkot 

(Tumo/Tumbo), Yari (East) and Yari (West). The seventh village, Chala, is located south of 

Yalbang along the Kwalungwa Khola. The trail to Chala climbs southeast from Muchu and 

crosses the Garsa and Syakup passes (Fürer-Haimendorf 1988:270, Wilde 2001:5-7).  

The main trail from Simikot northwest to Hilsa follows the Humli Karnali until Muchu. Then 

it continues along the Yari Khola until just after Yari (West). At that point, the trail climbs up 

to the Nara Pass (4535m) and back down to the border town of Hilsa (3600m). 

 

                                              
5 In contrast, Wilde (2001) includes Kermi in the Upper Humla dialect area. 
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1.4.4 Limi 

At the border town of Hilsa, the main trail once again meets up with the Humla Karnali river. 

To reach the Limi-speaking villages from Hilsa, one must follow the Humla Karnali 

northeast until the Namka Pass (4300m). After Namka, the Humla Karnali turns southeast 

towards Muchu while the main trail to the Limi valley continues northeast following the Limi 

Khola. According to Lama (2012:35), the Limi area is also known as limya or limyal. The 

three main Limi villages west to east are Til, Halji (Waltse), and Jang (Zang). All three 

villages are situated along the Limi Khola. Following the main trail from Hilsa, it takes 

approximately 12-15 hours6 to reach Halji, the largest Limi village (Limi Youth Club:1,4; 

Nurpu Bhote, p.c. April 2011). 

The shortest route from Limi to Simikot starts at Jang and goes northeast along the Limi 

Khola and Tankchhe Khola until reaching the Tankchhe camp site (4200m). From there the 

trail continues south and crosses a series of high passes: Nyalu (4988m), Kui (4790m), Sechi 

(4540m) until entering the Tugchulungba area (Hepka VDC). This trail meets up with the 

main Humla Karnali trail at Tuling and then turns south into Simikot (Pritchard-Jones and 

Gibbons 2007:87-88). The short route from Jang to Simikot takes three to five days 

depending on the weather and the load, but it is impassable between mid-November and 

mid-April. In fact, all the routes from Limi to the rest of Nepal are impassable during the 

winter. However, there is access from Limi to the Purang region of Tibet all year round (Limi 

Youth Club:4-5).  

 

1.4.5 Humli Khyampa areas 

The nomadic Humli Khyampa reportedly maintain temporary winter settlements in districts 

south of the Karnali Zone (e.g., Surkhet and Achham). During the summer months, they take 

their animals to Humla and Purang to graze, at which time men engage in regional trading 

activities (Wilde 2001:6, Fürer-Haimendorf 1988:285). The Humli Khyampa areas were not 

a focus of the research. However, some questions were asked about the migration patterns 

and cultural practices of the Humli Khyampa when they were in Humla. 

 

1.5 People and Language 

A few anthropological studies were conducted among Humla Tibetans in the 1970s and 

1980s. Most of these focus on either Limi (Goldstein 1975) or Nyinba (Levine 1982 and 

1988). A study of the Humli-Khyampas (called Dangali Khambas by Fürer-Haimendorf 

1988:284-285) was conducted by Rauber (1980). More general cultural descriptions are 

found in Fürer-Haimendorf (1988:236-285), who provides a brief ethnographic survey of the 

Humla region with a focus on trade, and in Ross (1983), who discusses the changes in the 

cross-Himalayan salt trade. More recently Tshewang Lama (2012) has written about Humla 

Tibetans with a focus on his own ethnic group, the Nyinba. The Limi Youth Club published a 

non-academic magazine (Limi, The Hidden Valley) with cultural information on the Limi 

valley and Limi people. Although not officially dated, based on dates in the magazine and 

when the copy was presented, the guess is it was published around 2010. Astrid Hovden is 

conducting her PhD research on the Limi valley. Her focus is on the relationship between the 

                                              
6 It seems that this estimate is for those not accustomed to high-altitude trekking. I have heard various shorter estimates for those who 

engage in high-altitude trekking on a regular basis. 
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village and the monastery. The project is named Rituals of Rinchenling: A study of 

reciprocal relations between monastery and village in Limi, north western Nepal7. Martin 

Saxer (2013) published an article, Between China and Nepal: Trans-Himalayan Trade and 

the Second Life of Development in Upper Humla, that discusses the problems of benevolent 

development initiatives that do not produce the desired outcome. One problem he mentions 

is the use of Nepali instead of the local language for engaging communities. We hope this 

current research is a step towards figuring out in what ways development efforts can be more 

effective and relevant. 

The only linguistic analysis of Humla Tibetan language varieties has been Chris Wilde's 

phonology of the Limi variety (2001). He distinguishes five varieties, namely Limi, Upper 

Humla, La Yakba, Nyinba and possibly Humli Khyampa (Wilde 2001:5-7). No sociolinguistic 

studies are available. This section provides a brief introduction to the Humla Tibetan peoples 

and language varieties based on the available literature and informal interviews. 

 

1.5.1 Demographics  

Wilde (2001:5) estimates that there are approximately 4000-5000 Humla Tibetan speakers. 

Figure 4 shows the population count according the 2011 census data plus an estimate of the 

Dojam population based on the interview with the leader in Dojam.  

 

Figure 4: Population count for Humla Tibetan8 

Geographic area/VDC Population in Census 2011 

East of Simikot 

738      (Bargaun VDC) 

232       (Dojam – estimate based on interview with 

leader in Dojam – 58 houses times 4 people) 

Tugchulungba 2080    (Hepka and Khagalgaun VDCs) 

Yultsodunba 916       (Muchu VDC) 

Limi 904      (Limi VDC) 

Total: 4870 

 

Recent demographic information on Humli Khyampa is currently not available. In the table 

we might have missed some Humla Tibetans living in Simikot VDC. A rough estimate of the 

total Humla Tibetan population is then 5000. 

 

1.5.2 Social Structure 

Fürer-Haimendorf (1988:270) remarks that the feature that most clearly distinguished the 

Humla Tibetans from other Tibetan communities in Nepal is "their division into named 

                                              
7 For more detail about her research project, see the following webpage: http://www.hf.uio.no/ikos/english/research/doctoral-degree-
and-career/phd-projects/hovden-astrid/index.html (Accessed on 4 March 2014) 

8 National Population and Housing Census, 2011, http://cbs.gov.np/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/National%20Report.pdf (Accessed 

on 10 February 2014) 
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clusters of villages of unequal status which affects the rules of intermarriage." These clusters 

of villages roughly correspond to the varieties posited by Wilde (2001:8) and the sub-ethnic 

groups that Lama (2012:35) lists. (See section 1.4 for the names and locations of the main 

villages of each group). Figure 5 shows the names of these clusters and their corresponding 

language variety and groups. 

 

Figure 5: Humla Tibetan clusters 

Fürer-Haimendorf’s clusters Wilde’s language varieties Lama’s Groups 

Satthapale Upper Humla Yultsodunba 

Syandephale   

Panchsati La Yakpa Tugchulungba 

Barthapale Nyinba Bara-Thapalya 

Limi Limi Limya(l) 

 

There are two main differences between Fürer-Haimendorf (1988) and Lama (2012): 1) 

Fürer-Haimendorf does not mention the Tsangba (Dojam) group and 2) the La Yakpa 

speaking area is divided into two groups by Fürer-Haimendorf (Syandephale and Panchsati) 

while Lama lists just one ethnic group for that area (Tugchulungba). 

The Humli Khyampa are not part of this structure, and are described as "a nomadic 

community of indeterminate status" (Fürer-Haimendorf 1988:270). In addition, Lama does 

not mention the Humli Khyampa as a sub-ethnic group of Humla Tibetans (2012:35).  

It is possible that the Limi community, in general, is not familiar with the system of "named 

clusters of villages" described by Fürer-Haimendorf (1988:270). None of the Limi 

informants interviewed in Kathmandu were familiar with these "named clusters of villages". 

We also asked about these cluster names in the interviews with village leaders during our 

field trips. We talk about this in chapter five (Ethnolinguistic Identity). 

Regarding the rules of intermarriage, Fürer-Haimendorf states that there is a trend for 

people to marry within their own cluster. However, the Syandephale and Panchsati 

commonly intermarry. Another exception is that in the Satthapale group, inhabitants of 

some villages intermarry but others typically do not. Also, the Satthapale villages of Muchu 

and Tumkot intermarry with Humli Khyampas and the people of Limi traditionally 

intermarried with Purangba from just over the border in Tibet (although it seems this no 

longer happens) (Fürer-Haimendorf 1988:270). 

Although Fürer-Haimendorf (1988:270) states that these are "clusters of villages of unequal 

status" he does not clearly state which clusters have higher status and which have lower 

status. But he does say that the Syandephale and the Panchsati (La Yakpa/Tugchulungba) 

view themselves as superior to the other groups. In contrast, Wilde (2001:9) states that Limi 

people consider other varieties of the Humla Tibetan language as "'colloquial variations', 

'slang forms' or 'dialects' of Limi". 

Status distinctions not only relate to clusters of villages, they also pertain to clan or rhuba 

(literally 'bone people'). While in the Panchsati and Barthapale villages clans are an 

important part of the identity of each person, in Yari (of Satthapale) and the villages of Limi, 
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which are closer to Tibet, named clans are not important. The rules of intermarriage in those 

northern areas are not based on clan, but rather approximate the conventions in Tibet (i.e., 

they are based on one's male descent line; it is not possible to marry someone with a 

common male ancestor within three generations). (Fürer-Haimendorf 1988:271, Levine 

1988:37) 

A further distinction in status can be found among Humla Tibetans in the form of a 

hierarchy of three classes: Takbu, Yokbu and Gara. Most Humla Tibetans belong to the 

highest class, the Takbu. The Gara, who are traditionally blacksmiths, are the lowest class. 

Together, the Gara and Yokbu are labeled as lam-yok 'those below the path' while the higher 

class Takbu are called lam-bong, 'those above the path'. This distinction comes from the 

traditional practice of the lower classes standing below the path to allow members of the 

Takbu to pass by above. The practical implication of this class hierarchy varies from village 

to village. (Fürer-Haimendorf 1988:271-272) 

Lama (2012:40-45) describes a 10-level social hierarchy among the Nyinba. From highest 

rank to lowest rank the levels are shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: The 10-level social hierarchy of the Nyinba 

Name of social rank English translation of social rank 

tsabi lama root spiritual teacher 

gansum senior village people 

drangri shaman priest 

dhami shaman or medium 

gadpo traditional political chief 

tso or nai ritual village chief 

dolga the lord of the theatre 

mikya commoners or lay people 

ama yondagmo patron mothers group 

rigngan or lohar blacksmiths 

 

The majority of Nyinba people, however, are Mikya. There are two groups of Mikya: dagpo 

(master class) and yogpo (slave class), which are respectfully called khangjya (small 

householders). 

 

1.5.3 Family Structure and Economics 

The Tibetans of Humla have a strong preference for polyandrous households in which all the 

brothers of one family marry the same woman. This system interrelates with the economic 

system and division of labor between men and women. All Humla Tibetan communities 

depend on agriculture, animal husbandry, and trade for subsistence. While one or more men 

of a household travel for long periods of time to engage in long-distance trade and to move 
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animals between summer and winter pastures, women are in charge of agricultural activities 

in the village (Limi Youth Club:13-14, 37, Levine 1988:3, Fürer-Haimendorf 1988:243-267).  

 

1.5.4 Religion 

Almost all Humla Tibetans practice Tibetan Buddhism in some form. The Limi follow the 

Drikung Kagyu sect of Tibetan Buddhism. The monasteries in Limi are connected to the 

Drikung Gongphur monastery in Purang county, Tibet (Purang is approximately a two-hour 

drive from the Tibetan village of Sher, located near the Nepal border) (Limi Youth Club:2, 

Pritchard-Jones and Gibbons 2007:86). In contrast, the Nyinba follow the Nyingmapa sect 

of Tibetan Buddhism (Levine 1988:22). During our trip to Humla in June 2012, we heard 

about a Nyingmapa monastery (Taglung Gompa) in Yalbang and a Sakyapa monastery in 

Tumkot. (Both of these villages are in Wilde's Upper Humla language variety area or Lama’s 

Yultsodunba group.) This is in accordance with Lama’s (2012:84) statement: “(…) except for 

Tumkot Gompa and three villages of Limi of the Drigung Kagyu sect, Humla is under the 

influence of the Nyingmapa sect.” 

 

1.5.5 Linguistic Affiliation 

Bradley (1997:5), van Driem (2001:856) and Lewis (2009) agree that Humla Tibetan is a 

Central Tibetan language. Denwood states: 

Most of [the Tibetan dialects of Nepal] do fall within Bielmeier's 'southeastern 

transitional dialects' and all appear to be non-cluster and at least partly tonal, though 

most of them also seem to be very similar to their immediate neighbours over the 

border in Tibet. (Denwood 1999:34) 

Bradley subdivides Central Tibetan into a number of smaller groups. He puts Humla Tibetan 

into the Central mNgahris group of Central Tibetan along with Karmarong (Mugu District) 

and a number of Tibetan varieties spoken in western Tibet. The rest of the Tibetan languages 

of Nepal are classified as Central Tibetan, Central gTsang languages (Bradley 1997:5). It is 

unclear if this classification is based primarily on geography or on linguistic data. 

 

1.5.6 Mutual Intelligibility between Varieties 

According to Wilde's (2001:7) seven informants, the five varieties of Humla Tibetan are 

mutually intelligible. However, Levine (1988:269) comments that the Nyinba variety is 

"...nearly unintelligible to other Humla Tibetans". One Limi informant has stated that 

rongke (the varieties spoken between Yari and Kermi) is more similar to Limi than to the 

language of the Nyinba. Up to this point, no in-depth study of the degree of mutual 

intelligibility between Humla Tibetan varieties has been conducted. This research, however, 

hopes to clarify some of the questions. 

 

1.5.7 Other Languages 

In addition to Humla Tibetan, a number of other languages are used in Humla. Humla 

Tibetans use Nepali, some form of Standard Spoken Tibetan, and Chinese for trade. Those 

who are literate are normally literate in Nepali or in written Tibetan (which is in a diglossic 
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2 Goals and Methodology 

In this chapter, we will cover the five goals and the research questions that go with them. The 

goal of this research project is to provide more detailed information about the Humla 

Tibetan situation in regard to: 1) language and dialect variation, 2) ethnolinguistic identity, 

3) language vitality, 4) desires for development, and 5) seasonal migration. Then we will 

describe the methodology used for the research. First, we will look at the various research 

tools that we used: Word Lists, Knowledgeable Insider Questionnaire, Informal Interviews, 

Recorded Story Questions, Observation Schedule, Dialect Mapping and Appreciative Inquiry. 

Finally, we describe the site selection and subject selection. 

 

2.1 Goals and Research Questions 

 

2.1.1 Goal 1: Language and Dialect Variation 

Since there has not previously been any sociolinguistic research conducted among the Humla 

Tibetan communities, the first goal of this survey is to describe the primary dialect areas and 

investigate the relationships between them. To reach this goal we formulated three research 

questions. Research questions are questions we try to have answered by using a variety of 

tools (described later in this chapter). The following research questions were used to reach 

this first goal (the tools used are listed in parentheses): 

• What are the major varieties of Humla Tibetan? (word list, KIQ, informal interview, RSQ, 

Dialect Mapping) 

• What attitudes do the Humla Tibetans have towards each language variety in their 

region? (KIQ, informal interview, RSQ) 

• Which language variety is likely to be best understood by most Humla Tibetan speakers? 

(word list, informal interview, RSQ, Dialect Mapping) 

 

2.1.2 Goal 2: Ethnolinguistic Identity 

In order to support the first goal, we looked at the ethnolinguistic identity of the Humla 

Tibetans. Ethnolinguistic identity can be a decisive force when it comes to acceptance of a 

certain variety as the basis for language development. This is why our second goal is to 

investigate whether Humla Tibetans see themselves as a cohesive language community or as 

being more broadly related. The following research questions supported this goal: 

• Do Humla Tibetans see themselves as a cohesive language community? (KIQ, informal 

interview, RSQ) 

• Do Humla Tibetans see themselves as a cohesive people group? (KIQ, informal 

interview, RSQ) 
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2.1.3 Goal 3: Language Vitality 

Another goal was to assess the language vitality of all the Humla Tibetan varieties. In relation 

to language vitality, we wanted to determine the EGIDS10 level of Humla Tibetan. We used 

the following research questions: 

• What languages are used in various domains of life? (informal interview, observation 

schedule) 

• What attitudes do Humla Tibetans have towards their own language and other languages 

in their region (Nepali and Tibetan)? (informal interview, observation schedule) 

• To what degree is the mother tongue being passed on to the next generation? (informal 

interview, observation schedule) 

• What are the population and group dynamics? (observation schedule) 

• Is there a network of social relations supportive of the targeted vernacular? (observation 

schedule) 

• What is the relative prestige of the language within the speech community? (informal 

interview) 

• Is there an acceptable economic base supportive of continuing use of the target language? 

(observation schedule) 

• Is there an internal or external recognition of the language community as separate and 

unique within the broader society? Is there material or non-material evidence for such a 

distinction? (KIQ, observation schedule) 

 

2.1.4 Goal 4: Desires for Development 

The fourth goal is to understand each language community’s desires for their own language 

development and other types of development. For this we used these two research questions: 

• What goals do the Humla Tibetan communities express for future language-based 

development? (KIQ, informal interview, Appreciative Inquiry) 

• What goals do the Humla Tibetan communities express for other kinds of community-

based development? (KIQ, informal interview, Appreciative Inquiry) 

 

2.1.5 Goal 5: Seasonal Migration 

The final goal is to describe the seasonal migration patterns of people from each Humla 

Tibetan dialect area. We used the following research questions: 

• In what seasons do Humla Tibetans leave their home areas? 

• Where do Humla Tibetans, from each language variety, go when they leave the area and 

how long do they stay in each location?  

 

2.2 Methodology 

The research for this report was conducted during three trips to Humla District. The first trip 

was in June 2012. The team consisted of Nurpu Bhote, David Greninger, Stephanie 

Eichentopf and Klaas de Vries, all from Kathmandu. In Simikot, a local guide and language 

helper, Than Bahadur Rawat, joined us. The research was mostly done in Nepali. When 

                                              
10 See chapter six for more on EGIDS. 
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necessary, Than and Nurpu translated. Only in Til village did we use English with two men 

that helped with translation to and from the Til variety. In Til, we did not find many people 

who could speak Nepali well enough to communicate with us. 

The second trip was in October 2012 with the same team, except that John Eppele joined us 

this time instead of Stephanie Eichentopf. The third trip was undertaken in June 2013 by 

David Greninger and his family, together with Pasang Dolker Lama and Than Bahadur 

Rawat. The bulk of this chapter describes the various tools we used during the first two trips. 

On the third trip only a couple of the tools were used to gather additional data. 

 

2.2.1 Tools 

 

Word Lists  

Purpose: The word lists obtained are compared to estimate the degree of lexical similarity 

between the speech varieties the word lists represent. 

Procedure: The word lists were elicited in Nepali from mother tongue speakers and were 

transcribed by the researchers using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). A lexical 

similarity analysis was carried out on each pair of word lists. (See Appendix C for more on 

this procedure, the data and the analysis regarding this tool.) 

Advantages: Data collection is relatively efficient. Word lists can provide some broad insights 

into possible dialect groupings. 

Disadvantages: Above certain levels of lexical similarity, word lists cannot give conclusive 

evidence of intelligibility between the speech varieties compared. If the lexical similarity is 

below 60%, this means that the varieties are probably not mutually intelligible. But if the 

lexical similarity is above 60%, this does not automatically mean that the varieties are 

mutually intelligible. There are other characteristics of the language that could influence 

intelligibility. In the latter case, a more extensive tool for intelligibility testing is needed, such 

as the Recorded Text Test. 

 

Knowledgeable Insider Questionnaire (KIQ) 

Purpose: This is an interview outline specifically designed for someone the community views 

as the most knowledgeable regarding information about their language and community. This 

tool provides information from a reliable and knowledgeable source about the language. A 

secondary purpose for using a KIQ is to establish a relationship with an authority figure at 

the site. Ideally, this will lead to their assistance in finding subjects for the use of the other 

tools, or at least, ensure the cooperation of others. 

Procedure: It is administered to one person at a time and sometimes to a group. Questions 

should range from specific population estimates and locations to general information about 

language vitality and other languages spoken by the community. Because this tool can be 

used as a form of public relations, whenever possible, it should be administered the day of 

arrival at a new site. (See Appendix B for the questions and the data regarding this tool.) 
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Advantages: The interviewee is seen by the community as most knowledgeable, therefore, 

providing the most accurate information the community has available. Good for obtaining 

village-level facts.  

Disadvantages: Because this questionnaire is sometimes only administered to one individual, 

if the person best suited for the interview is unavailable, it will not be possible to administer 

it. Information is from only one person and therefore may be skewed to their particular view. 

 

Informal Interviews 

Purpose: An interview schedule (based on the “Sociolinguistic Questionnaire A”, used by the 

Linguistic Survey of Nepal) will guide interaction in order to gather information regarding 

specific sociolinguistic issues, while allowing some freedom to wander from the schedule if it 

provides additional information relevant to the research questions of the survey, as long as 

the main questions were asked the same way, so that the answers of all respondents can be 

compared. 

Procedure: An example of this procedure would be asking, “What language do you usually 

speak with your children?” as on the interview schedule. If the interviewee responds with two 

or more languages, follow-up questions such as “Do you speak one of these languages more 

often than the other?” might be asked. This allows the interviews to place focus more on 

patterns of language use (and their impact on language vitality and shift) than on other 

topics, such as generalized trends of multilingualism. (See Appendix A for the questions and 

the data regarding this tool.) 

Advantages: Depending on the length of the questionnaire, the time for administration can 

be minimal, allowing for a relatively large numbers of people to be interviewed. The 

somewhat informal nature of the interviews could help subjects feel comfortable and share 

openly, while allowing greater depth and providing context for their responses.  

Disadvantages: Informal interviews are limited in that subjects may only report what they 

want the researcher to hear, or what they believe the researcher would like to hear. 

 

Recorded Story Questions (RSQ)11 

Purpose: Subjects listen to recorded stories, then answer questions about the stories. This 

helps in the assessment of the subject’s understanding of and attitudes toward actual 

samples of the language from various areas. 

Procedure: A narrative story is recorded from one place and played for subjects in other 

locations of the same dialect area to see if those subjects perceive it as representing their own 

style of speech. It is also played for people in other areas who are not told the story’s place of 

origin. After listening to each story, subjects answer questions about their understanding of 

and opinions toward the speech variety used by the story-teller. (See Appendix D for the 

questions and the data regarding this tool.) 

Advantages: Evaluates perceived understanding of and opinions toward actual samples of 

the language.  

                                              
11 Information taken from “Bantawa: A Sociolinguistic Survey.” Eppele, John. July 2003. 
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Disadvantages: Decisions about dialect areas should not be based solely upon these 

responses. The responses are best used in conjunction with more complete intelligibility 

testing. Sometimes respondents have difficulty separating between their attitudes towards 

the speech variety in the story and their attitudes towards the content of the story. 

 

Observation Schedule 

Purpose: A list of specific questions on the behavior of people and on certain man-made 

objects (material culture) are to be observed and written in a journal at each site. These 

observations form the basis for a fuller description of the context of the research and could 

point to important sociolinguistic factors not covered by other tools. 

Procedure: Researchers intentionally observe each factor on the schedule, taking notes each 

day in each village visited. These observations are discussed and recorded in the log book, for 

further analysis and comparison following their field work. Two examples are: ‘What 

languages are used in various domains of life?’ and ‘What evidence of communication 

technology is found in the village?’. (See Appendix F for the questions and the data 

regarding this tool.) 

Advantages: Provides a clear way to consistently record information on relevant 

sociolinguistic factors, corroborating or questioning the findings of other methods used 

during the survey. 

Disadvantages: Observations may be limited by the researchers’ level of language proficiency 

and degree of cultural understanding. Other limitations are the relatively short time at each 

site and the time of year we visit. 

 

Participatory Methods (PM) 

We used two different PM tools: Dialect Mapping and Appreciative Inquiry (see Appendix E 

for the steps and the data regarding these tools). The purpose of using PM tools is to 

facilitate an interactive discovery process among community members so that insiders and 

outsiders will gain a better understanding of what the community's views are about their 

language situation. It attempts to look at the emic (insiders’) view of the community, to use 

their language and categories to form a more complete picture. The PM tools in this survey 

were administered by two trained language helpers (Than Bahadur Rawat and Nurpu 

Bhote). Instead of having bideshi (foreign) researchers do all the facilitating, these language 

helpers are better equipped to overcome language and cultural barriers. David Greninger 

also administered the tools. When paired with more traditional tools, PM tools can give 

valuable information for triangulation of data.  

Dialect Mapping 

Purpose: This tool creates space for discussion of existing dialects, their geographic location, 

and perceived levels of comprehension between varieties. 

Procedure: Participants are invited to describe their linguistic landscape by identifying other 

locations where their language is spoken. They then identify how great they perceive the 

differences to be between their variety and other varieties as well as their perceived level of 

understanding between speakers of their variety and speakers of other varieties, which 
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variety they use in conversation with people from other areas, and which variety they believe 

to be the standard or most broadly understood.  

Advantages: Provides a visual representation of other communities; participants interact 

with how well they understand them, how their language may or may not be altered in these 

circumstances, and their attitudes toward other varieties.  

Disadvantages: May seem complicated or redundant. 

 

Appreciative Inquiry 

Purpose: This tool helps community members dream of and discuss the possibilities for their 

language and other development issues for their village. It shows what the community sees 

as most important for their language and village.  

Procedure: Participants discuss aspects of their language situation, culture, or village that 

have made them happy or proud. They are then invited to think about how they might build 

upon these good things they have identified, or identify dreams they have for their language 

or village. Next they discuss what dreams might be accomplished relatively soon and which 

ones will take longer. Then, they identify which dreams are most important to them. 

Advantages: Creates space and opportunity for community discussion of good things that are 

currently taking place, their goals and dreams. It is very adaptable.  

Disadvantages: As with all participatory methods, this tool may be difficult to implement in 

contexts where there is formal and/or informal consolidation of power and authority within 

a community. It requires facilitators to have a strong command of the language and culture 

to provide effective group facilitation. 

 

2.2.2 Site Selection  

The villages circled on the map in Figure 7 are the ones where we conducted research 

throughout the course of the three field trips. 
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Jang where they conducted research. On their way back, they also visited Yalbang village 

again to collect additional data for the research. Through these three trips we acquired a 

large body of data which we then analyzed. 

In Figure 8, we have listed the villages, the different tools we used in each village and the 

date of the trip(s) we used them. 

 

Figure 8: Villages, Tools and Time 

Village Tools Used June 2012 October 2012 June 2013 

Til 

Word list, informal interview, 

KIQ, RSQ (elicitation only), 

Observation Schedule, Dialect 

Mapping 

 

X 
  

Jang RSQ, Appreciative Inquiry   X 

Muchu 

Word list, informal interview, 

KIQ, RSQ, Observation Schedule, 

Dialect Mapping 

 

X 
  

Yalbang 

Word list, KIQ, RSQ, Observation 

Schedule, Dialect Mapping, 

Appreciative Inquiry 

 

X 
 

 

X 

Kermi 

Word list, informal interview, 

KIQ, RSQ, Observation Schedule, 

Dialect Mapping, Appreciative 

Inquiry 

 

X 

 

X 
 

Hepka 

Word list, informal interview, 

KIQ, RSQ, Observation Schedule, 

Dialect Mapping, Appreciative 

Inquiry 

 

 

X 

 

 

Bargaun 

Word list, informal interview, 

KIQ, RSQ, Observation Schedule, 

Dialect Mapping, Appreciative 

Inquiry 

 
 

X 
 

Dojam 

Word list, informal interview, 

KIQ, RSQ, Observation Schedule, 

Dialect Mapping, Appreciative 

Inquiry 

 
 

X 
 

 

2.2.3 Subject Selection 

Subject sampling for this survey was based on a convenience sample with quotas for different 

demographic groups. Our sampling focused on two demographic factors (gender and age) in 

each village, as these factors are known to influence language use and attitudes. People in 

these demographic groups often have varying levels of exposure to other languages. We also 
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tried to have a quota of about six people who are educated and six who are not (class 5 and 

up being educated). Figure 9 displays the quotas for each demographic factor. 

 

Figure 9: Sample Size by Age and Gender 

 
Age Total 

15-34 35-up  

Gender 
Female 3 3 6 

Male 3 3 6 

Total: 6 6 12 

 

This sampling method was used for the informal interviews and RSQ data collection12. The 

sampling methods for word lists, knowledgeable insider questionnaires and participatory 

methods were different and will be described below. 

 

Word Lists and RSQ Elicitation Subject Selection 

There are four requirements for subjects chosen for the word lists and the recorded story 

testing. These criteria are as follows:  

1. The subject has grown up in the village under study13, lives there now, and, if 

he/she has lived elsewhere, it was not for a significant amount of recent time.14 

2. The subject has at least one parent from the target mother tongue (L1). 

3. The subject has at least one parent from the village under study and that parent 

spoke L1 with them. 

4. The subject speaks L1 first and best. 
 

The sampling for the wordlists was conducted as follows: We elicited a wordlist from one 

person or a group of people who met these four criteria and were also a good representation 

of the village or community. 

If the subjects did not meet these criteria, we thanked them and looked for another person or 

group who fitted the criteria as well as our demographic factors for sampling. 

                                              
12 The ideal sampling was not reached in some sites. In Muchu and Yalbang, the size and distribution were both a bit off. In Til, there 

was only one educated respondent and we had two younger women instead of three, but the size was 13 instead of 12. In Hepka, we had 

11 instead of 12 respondents. In Dojam, we had only three educated respondents, but the size was correct. In Jang, the distribution was a 

bit off. 

13 The person for the Yalbang story did not officially grow up in Yalbang, but in Yari, a two-hour walk from Yalbang. But the last 40 

years he lived in Yalbang and the Home Town Testing went perfectly. 

14 It is difficult to define a time period (e.g. for more than the last five years). Therefore, this criterion is intentionally subjective as it 

depends on how long the subject lived elsewhere and how long they have been back in the village relative to their age. 
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Informal Interview Subject Selection 

The informal interview schedule (or sociolinguistic questionnaire) requires that only criteria 

numbers one and two (above) need to be met in order for a subject to be eligible for 

responding to the questionnaire. See Appendix A for the questions on the informal interview 

that evaluate these criteria. In each village, we used convenience sampling and the two 

screening criteria to interview at least 12 people. 

 

RSQ Subject Selection 

The subjects chosen for listening to and responding to the RSQ should meet the first three 

criteria. In each site, we administered the RSQ to at least 12 people. 

 

KIQ Subject Selection 

For each site, a knowledgeable insider was chosen for this questionnaire. This person was 

viewed by the community as the group leader or person of importance. The community was 

best equipped to direct us to the correct person for this questionnaire. In all cases, this 

person was male, elderly, and more educated in comparison to others in the village. 

 

Participatory Method Subject Selection 

Appreciative Inquiry and Dialect Mapping are participatory methods tools which provide 

data from an emic perspective within a community. The tools are administered to 

community groups; there was no limit on how many people could be involved. A mixture of 

the same three demographic groups (gender, age and education) provides the best results. 

There is no screening process for those involved in Participatory Methods; however, notes 

were taken regarding who was present in order to account for possible biases. In many places 

it was not possible to reach an ideal group with all the demographic groups represented in a 

somewhat even way. See Appendix E for the notes taken during the facilitations. 
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3 Dialect Variation 

In this chapter, we will focus on dialect variation, attitudes toward other dialects and the 

identification of a possible central dialect. The chapter is presented from the broad 

perspective to the more specific. First we will look at the language and dialect situation as we 

find it through the different methods mentioned in chapter two. (We have not used the 

observation schedule and the Appreciative Inquiry tool for this chapter, because they are not 

intended, or that useful, for the research questions we try to answer in this chapter.) We then 

look at what kind of dialect groupings emerge out of the analysis (answering Research 

Question 1). Following this, we will analyze the attitudes people in the different villages have 

toward the proposed dialect groups we identified in the first section (answering Research 

Question 2). The chapter concludes with discussing dialect intelligibility. This will help in 

decision-making for future language development (answering Research Question 3). 

 

3.1 Dialect and Language Identification 

 

3.1.1 Interview Results 

During the informal interviews and the interviews done with the leaders of the villages, we 

asked the name of their language. We also asked the leaders about the names of the 

languages spoken in other villages. The respondents were clear about the language spoken in 

the three villages in the Limi valley: Til, Jang and Halji. They call it 'Limi' or limi khalu or 

limi lap 'Limi language'. Four out of six leaders call the language spoken in Bargaun 'Nyinba'. 

For the rest of the villages, the name of the language spoken there, according to the 

respondents, is mostly one of the following broader terms: Phot, Phoka, Phoket, Bhote, 

Lama, Kham, Orde lap, or Tibetan. For Muchu we also find these terms: Sakyako bhasa and 

Tukchu bhasa. The leader of Dojam also mentioned Tsangkat as a name for their language 

variety. The Kermi leader called his own language Sarak Khalu. The varieties spoken by 

Tibetan villagers in Humla do not have one distinctive name that comprises all varieties. In 

this chapter, I will refer to the different varieties spoken in Humla as follows: 'the X variety' 

or 'the variety spoken in X' with X being a village name. Later on the dialect names, as stated 

in section 4.1.3 (Dialect Mapping Results), will also be used. 

We asked the leaders if they think the language spoken in other villages is the same as theirs. 

A general tendency in the answers is that the farther villages are removed geographically 

from each other, the less similar the varieties are said to be. Another conclusion from the 

answers given by the people through informal interviews was that people mostly say they 

speak the same language as the other Tibetan-speaking villages in Humla. They call it the 

same language, but they say it is spoken a bit differently in every village. The exception to 

this was the village of Til. In Til, people saw their variety as much more distinct. Also, their 

perceived linguistic connection with the variety spoken across the border in Purang county, 

China, is quite strong. For example, the majority of the respondents in Til would not change 

their language to accommodate talking with people from Purang and would understand the 

language spoken in Purang, even when two people of Purang spoke quickly with each other. 

In general, the respondents use their own variety in talking to people from other villages, 

though sometimes they will change it a bit. This shows that subjects perceive that there is a 

fairly high degree of comprehension between the different Tibetan varieties within Humla. 
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Bargaun is written as Bargaon. The map was missing the village of Til, so that has been 

added to the map. 

The lexical similarity percentages among the seven Humla word lists are displayed in Figure 

11. 

 

Figure 11: Lexical similarity percentages matrix 

   Til  

   79% Muchu  

   79% 87% Yalbang 

   82% 83% 85% Kermi 

   82% 82% 79% 88% Hepka 

   77% 75% 77% 79% 82% Bargaun 

   74% 75% 73% 76% 77% 79% Dojam 

 

Figure 11 shows that lexical similarity percentages vary from the most similar (88%) between 

Kermi and Hepka to the least similar (73%) between Yalbang and Dojam. No comparison 

falls below the cutoff of 60% where they would be considered separate languages. Kermi has 

the highest average lexical similarity with all varieties, and Dojam the lowest. 

The lexical similarity percentages between the word lists from Til, Muchu, Yalbang, Kermi 

and Hepka range from 79% to 88% similar. The differences in similarity between the word 

lists from these sites are slight. We can note that the similarity between both Til and Muchu 

and Til and Yalbang is 79%. The similarity between both Til and Kermi and Til and Hepka is 

82%. Travel patterns may play some part in the slight variation in lexical similarity between 

these geographic areas. People from the Limi valley travel either to Purang directly, without 

travelling through other Humla villages, or to Simikot, going the shortest route, that is, going 

east and south from Jang, crossing the Nyalu pass, and thereby travelling through Hepka or 

Kermi to Simikot. Also, we have met people from Kermi and Hepka who let their animals 

graze higher up towards the Limi valley. This could indicate that they have more contact with 

people from Limi. 

The lower lexical similarity percentages between Dojam and all other villages, and to a 

slightly lesser degree Bargaun and all other villages, mean that the speech varieties in Dojam 

and Bargaun are the most lexically variant. This could have something to do with the history 

of migration and the stronger influence of neighboring villages where some sort of Nepali is 

spoken. Also, geographically Dojam is at the far east side of the Humla Tibetan-speaking 

area. This form of isolation could be a major reason for the variance in percentages. With 

79% lexical similarity, the Dojam variety is most similar with the Bargaun variety. Dialect 

Mapping Results 

Dialect Mapping was conducted in seven villages throughout the Humla Tibetan-speaking 

area. Only in Til did people not name the Eastern Humla area as part of the same language 

Tibetan people speak in Humla District. In all the other villages, people usually identify the 

same areas, VDCs and villages as comprising the Tibetan-speaking areas of Humla (see 

Appendix E). Geographically this makes sense. People from Til live a long way from the 
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attitudes significantly. Although other people have chosen 'Nyinba' as the dialect name for 

the most Eastern dialect (Fürer-Haimendorf 1988:270; Levine 1988:21-23; Wilde 2001:6), I 

chose 'Eastern Humla dialect' as the name. I did this because the ethnic Tibetan village of 

Dojam doesn't fit into the 'Nyinba' group and neither does the partially ethnic Tibetan village 

of Baji Bada. Both villages are referred to as Tibetan-speaking villages in Humla by people in 

Bargaun and Dojam. According to the leader of Dojam, only the variety spoken in Bargaun is 

the same as theirs and only when talking to people from Bargaun would they use their own 

variety, instead of trying to change to the other variety. 

We chose these dialect names purely for sociolinguistic purposes. The communities may not 

necessarily agree with the names we have chosen. But these names provide a way to talk 

about the language relationships among Tibetan varieties in Humla. 

 

3.1.3 Recorded Story Questions (RSQ) Results 

In using the RSQ (see Appendix D for the questions), we found out what people think about 

certain speech varieties. While listening to the stories, they are not told which variety they 

are listening to. After listening to a story, we asked whether the language spoken in the story 

is ‘the same’ as their variety, ‘a little different’ or ‘very different’. This primarily measures 

perceived comprehension. We used stories from the following villages: 

 

• Til (representing the Limi dialect) 

• Yalbang (representing the Upper Humla dialect) 

• Bargaun (representing the Eastern Humla dialect) 

• (On an extra trip that was done in 2013, a story from Kermi was used, representing 

Lower Humla dialect. We let people in Jang [Limi dialect] listen to it.) 

 

Looking at the answers to the RSQ, we can conclude that the more geographically distant the 

villages are from each other, the more different they find each other’s varieties to be. The 

responses, however, were never completely ‘very different’ or ‘the same’. So, although there 

is considerable variety in the ways of speaking, they don’t seem different enough to call them 

separate languages. 

Figure 13 shows the responses after listening to the story from Til on question 5 on the RSQ: 

Is the language in this story the same, a little different, or very different from the language 

spoken here?  
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Figure 13: How similar is your language to that in the Til story? 

 N= Same A little different Very different 

Dojam 12 8% 42% 50% 

Bargaun 12 - 58% 42% 

Hepka 12 8% 92% - 

Kermi 22 14% 82% 4% 

Yalbang 10 20% 80% - 

Muchu 10 10% 90% - 

Jang 12 100% - - 

 

Listening to the story from Til , half of the respondents in Dojam (the farthest from Til) say it 

is ‘very different’ and 42% in Bargaun said the same thing. The majority of respondents say it 

is ‘a little different’. Twenty percent of respondents in Hepka say the language spoken in the 

Til story is ‘the same’ language as theirs. The conclusion is that the nearer the village, the 

greater the perceived comprehension. 

 

Figure 14 shows the responses after the story from Yalbang to the same question. 

  

Figure 14: How similar is your language to that in the Yalbang story? 

 N= Same A little different Very different 

Kermi 22 23% 77% - 

Hepka 12 8% 92% - 

Jang 12 - 
92% 

(one respondent did not answer) 
- 

Bargaun 12 - 83% 17% 

Dojam 10 - 50% 50% 

 

Listening to the story from Yalbang, the same picture appears; the farther away, the lower 

the perceived comprehension. In Kermi, the nearest village to Yalbang, 25% of the people say 

the language of the Yalbang story is ‘the same’. People from Kermi, Hepka and Jang never 

answered ‘very different’. A couple of people in Bargaun said the language was ‘very 

different’ (17%), but Dojam (the village farthest away), stands out with half of the people 

answering ‘very different’. 

Figure 15 shows the responses after the story from Bargaun on the same question. 
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Figure 15: How similar is your language to that in the Bargaun story? 

 N= Same A little different Very different 

Jang 12 - 83% 17% 

Hepka 12 - 100% - 

Dojam 12 33% 42% 25% 

Kermi 12 25% 42% 33% 

 

Listening to the story from Bargaun, two respondents in Jang answered 'very different' and 

the rest answered ‘a little different’. All the respondents in Hepka answered ‘a little different’, 

while people in Dojam and Kermi answered almost the same; five said ‘a little different’. This 

adds support to the conclusion that the varieties are different, but still partly comprehensible 

throughout all Tibetan villages in Humla. 

On the third trip to Humla, in 2013, a story from Kermi was played for people in Jang, Limi 

District. Most respondents (75%) answered that the language used in the story was 'a little 

different'. Additionally, 17% answered 'very different', while only 8% said 'the same'. This 

data also supports the overall image of slight differences between the varieties, but still 

comprehensible. 

We also asked what the difference might be between the language they speak and the 

language of the story. The most common answer was ‘style’, with ‘words’ not far behind. 

 

3.1.4 Summary of Dialect and Language Identification 

To summarize this section on dialect and language identification, it seems there is enough 

reason and supporting data to say that the different speech varieties among the Tibetan-

speaking villages of Humla District could be seen as dialects of the same language. People 

call the speech varieties the same language, spoken a bit differently in each village. 

Through Dialect Mapping, we can conclude that there are roughly four dialect groupings that 

can be distinguished. From northwest to southeast: the Limi dialect (Til, Halji and Jang), the 

Upper Humla dialect (from Yari to Yalbang), the Lower Humla dialect (from Kermi to Kholsi 

to Tanggin), and the Eastern Humla dialect (from Burangse to Dojam). The Humla Tibetan 

varieties form a dialect chain, with the villages farthest apart having more trouble 

understanding each other (Dojam and Til). 

Using the RSQ data the same picture emerges: the more geographically distant the villages 

are from each other, the more different they find each other's varieties. The varieties seem to 

be different but are still partly comprehensible throughout all the Tibetan-speaking villages 

in Humla. 

The dialect groupings that were identified through Dialect Mapping are in agreement with 

the lexical similarity data. The two highest similarity percentages are between villages that 

also come up in the Dialect Mapping as the same dialect groupings: 87% between Yalbang 

and Muchu (Upper Humla dialect) and 88% between Hepka and Kermi (Lower Humla 

dialect). Additionally, Dojam had the highest similarity percentage with Bargaun, 

representing the Eastern Humla dialect. Til stands apart, representing the Limi dialect. The 

lexical similarity results underline the fact that there is considerable variance between 
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speech varieties in Humla, but the lexical similarity is close enough to consider the varieties 

the same language. On its own, the lexical similarity data do not make a real strong case for 

these specific dialect groupings, but together with the other data collected, the lexical 

similarity data supports the dialect groupings identified. 

We distinguished different dialects among the Tibetan-speaking villages in Humla District 

and concluded that they should be seen as part of the same language. The next section of this 

chapter will focus on the attitudes people have toward the different dialects. 

 

3.2 Dialect Attitudes 

In this section, we will look at the attitudes people have toward their own and other dialects. 

We use the data from interviews and RSQs to arrive at our conclusions. We will start with 

some general conclusions on a district level. After that we will focus on the attitudes people 

have toward the different dialects we described in the section above. 

We asked several questions in the informal interviews that show something about the 

attitude people have toward people who do not speak the same variety. One of these 

questions related to how they would feel if their son or daughter married someone that did 

not speak their variety. With more than half of the respondents answering that it would be 

bad, and only 21% saying that would be good, there seems to be an overall negative attitude 

toward marrying someone who does not speak the same variety. 

We asked about what people think about the varieties spoken in these seven villages: Til 

(Limi dialect), Muchu (Upper Humla dialect), Khangalgaun (Lower Humla dialect), Hepka 

(Lower Humla dialect), Bargaun (Eastern Humla dialect) and Dojam (Eastern Humla 

dialect). In general, the varieties spoken in Muchu and Khangalgaun are most liked by 

others. And the variety spoken in Hepka is least liked (with almost a third of the people 

saying it is 'not good'). The other questions in the interview that looked at attitudes were: 

'Where is your mother tongue spoken best and most badly?' and 'In the whole of Humla, in 

your opinion, where do people speak the best and most badly?' Most respondents named 

their own village as where their mother tongue is spoken best. When they didn't name their 

own village, they named a village not far away. Most often they named a village higher up, 

closer to the border with China. Looking at the whole of Tibetan-speaking Humla, they most 

frequently named their own village as where people speak the best. 

In Bargaun, the respondents named the language spoken in Dojam as the most badly spoken 

variety. People from Dojam and Hepka named different villages all over Humla as where the 

language is spoken worst. The respondents in the other four villages named the language 

spoken in Hepka as the worst. If they did not mention Hepka, they named a village farther to 

the east. 

In summary, generally people's attitudes toward their own language variety are most 

positive, while their attitudes toward other varieties are more negative when the distance is 

greater and the villages are more to the east. One exception to this is the overall negative 

attitude toward Hepka. 

 

3.2.1 Attitudes toward the Limi Dialect 

Now we will look specifically at the attitudes shown toward the Limi dialect. In general, 

attitudes toward the Limi dialect are very positive. The people from Bargaun and Dojam 
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show some negative attitudes. People from other villages seem to marry people from Limi. 

People from Kermi marry people from Limi, but do not marry their neighbors from Hepka 

and Muchu. This shows a positive attitude toward Limi only. 

Figure 16 shows the responses after the story from Til on question 2 on the RSQ: How did 

you like his/her speech? 

 

Figure 16: How did you like the speech in the Til story? 

 N= Good Fine Bad 

Dojam 12 25% 67% 8% 

Bargaun 12 42% 42% 16% 

Hepka 12 92% 8% - 

Kermi 22 64% 36% - 

Yalbang 10 70% 30% - 

Muchu 10 80% 20% - 

Jang 12 92% - 8% 

Total/Average 90 65% 30% 5% 

 

Listening to the story from Til only 5% of the respondents answered negatively. Only people 

from Bargaun, Dojam and Jang answered negatively. Among people tested in Kermi, 64% 

were positive, in Yalbang 70% were positive, in Muchu 80% were positive and both in Hepka 

and Jang 92% were positive. 

When asked how they would like it if their son or daughter married someone that spoke like 

the person spoke in the story from Til, people from Yalbang, Muchu and Hepka answered 

very positively. Half the people in Kermi answered negatively. In Dojam 38% responded 

negatively and in Bargaun the majority (75%) expressed negative attitudes. 

 

3.2.2 Attitudes toward the Upper Humla Dialect 

We turn now to examining the attitudes toward the Upper Humla dialect. Overall, the 

attitudes toward the Upper Humla variety are mixed. The attitudes of people from the Limi 

and Eastern Humla dialects are generally more negative, while attitudes from Lower Humla 

are mixed, leaning more toward positive attitudes. Leaders from Limi and Bargaun 

responded negatively toward marrying people outside their VDC, and also toward marrying 

people from the Upper Humla dialect. People from Kermi do not marry people from Muchu. 

People from Dojam do not hold positive attitudes toward the Upper Humla variety while 

people from Hepka do. 

Figure 17 shows the responses after the story from Yalbang on the same question (#2 on the 

RSQ). 
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Figure 17: How did you like the speech in the Yalbang story? 

 N= Good Fine Bad 

Kermi 22 86% 14% - 

Hepka 12 83% 17% - 

Jang 12 67% 25% 8% 

Bargaun 12 42% 42% 16% 

Dojam 12 17% 83% - 

Total/Average 70 63% 33% 4% 

 

When listening to the Yalbang story, people from Kermi (86% of respondents) and Hepka 

(83% of respondents) answered very positively, people from Jang (67% of respondents) 

relatively positively, while people from Bargaun (42% of respondents) and Dojam (17% of 

respondents) answered considerably less positively. When asked how they would like it if 

their son or daughter married someone that spoke like the person in the Yalbang story, a 

majority of people in Kermi (over 80%) and Hepka (67%) were positive. In Jang 42% 

responded negatively. In Bargaun 66% responded negatively, while 33% of the respondents 

in Dojam were positive. 

 

3.2.3 Attitudes toward the Lower Humla Dialect 

The attitudes toward Lower Humla seem positive overall. However, including the specific 

attitudes shown toward Hepka (a village of the Lower Humla dialect) attitudes seem mixed 

at best. Leaders from Limi and Bargaun responded negatively toward marrying people 

outside their VDC, and also toward marrying people from the Lower Humla dialect. People 

we interviewed from Muchu and Yalbang have positive attitudes toward the Lower Humla 

dialect. People we interviewed in Dojam were positive toward the Hepka variety. Looking at 

the answers given to the question ‘How do you like the way people from Khagalgaun speak?’, 

over half of the respondents (52%) was positive, and the rest was indifferent. One sentiment 

(from Kermi) is that Tibetans call their language Rongba Bhasa, which means 'lowlander 

language'. This label has a negative connotation. 

Figure 18 shows the responses after the story from Kermi on the same question (#2 on the 

RSQ). 

 

Figure 18: How did you like the speech in the Kermi story? 

 N= Good Fine Bad 

Jang 12 83% 17% - 

 

When listening to the Kermi story, 83% of the respondents in Jang said they think the 

language is 'good'. 
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When asked how they would like it if their son or daughter married someone that spoke like 

the person in the Kermi story, half of the people responded negatively. Looking at the 

answers to both questions, this negative attitude seems to have to do more with marriage 

rules than with accepting the dialect. Further research into the attitudes towards the Lower 

Humla dialect (through, for example, the story from Kermi) would be helpful to give a more 

complete picture. 

 

3.2.4 Attitudes toward the Eastern Humla Dialect 

Lastly we look at attitudes toward the Eastern Humla dialect. Although the data is less 

extensive, the attitudes toward the Eastern Humla dialect seem to be mixed. The closer the 

respondents are to the dialect geographically, the more positive their attitudes were. People 

from other villages seem to marry people from Bargaun. People in Dojam are positive toward 

the Bargaun variety. However, people from Hepka had negative attitudes toward the 

Bargaun variety, but positive attitudes toward all the others. 

Figure 19 shows the responses after the story from Bargaun on the same question (#2 on the 

RSQ). 

 

Figure 19: How did you like the speech in the Bargaun story? 

 N= Good Fine Bad 

Jang 12 75% 25% - 

Hepka 12 92% 8% - 

Dojam 12 83% 17% - 

Kermi 12 42% 58% - 

Total/Average 48 73% 27% - 

 

People from four other villages listened to the story from Bargaun. People from Hepka (92% 

of respondents) and Dojam (83% of respondents) answered very positively, and the majority 

(75% of respondents) from Jang also answered positively. In Kermi the majority of 

respondents (58%) answered neutrally. 

When asked how they would like it if their son or daughter married someone that spoke like 

the person in the story from Bargaun, respondents in Dojam were the most positive (83%), 

and the majority (66%) in Hepka were also positive. In Kermi 33% of the respondents 

reacted negatively and 42% reacted positively. 

 

3.2.5 Summary of Dialect Attitudes 

To summarize this section on dialect attitudes we see that attitudes vary toward the different 

dialects. Attitudes toward the Limi dialect are mostly positive, while attitudes toward the 

variety spoken in Hepka (part of the Lower Humla dialect) are mostly negative. The attitudes 

toward the Upper Humla and Lower Humla dialects, as well as toward the Eastern Humla 
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dialect are very mixed. When we looked only at Kermi and not Hepka for the attitudes 

toward the Lower Humla dialect, a much more positive image appears. 

The last section on intelligibility completes the picture of dialect variation and gives input 

into which dialect or dialects would most widely serve future language development. 

 

3.3 Dialect Intelligibility 

This section discusses dialect intelligibility. The data presented here will provide insight into 

which dialects could be used as central dialects on which to base future language 

development. We have used the Recorded Story Question16 (RSQ) method which measures 

perceived intelligibility. To have a more precise and detailed picture of intelligibility among 

the Tibetan-speaking villages in Humla District, RTT (Recorded Text Test) testing is needed. 

However, the RSQs, interview questions and Dialect Mapping, are sufficient methods for the 

goals of this survey. 

In the interviews we asked people if they had met people from the other villages in Humla. 

The majority of people have met people from all other villages, except for a majority in Til, 

who have not met people from Khangalgaun and Bargaun. To respondents who did meet 

people from other villages, we asked how much they understand when people from a 

particular village speak to each other using fast speech. We also asked people, after listening 

to one of the three stories from Til, Yalbang and Bargaun, how much they understood of the 

story. And, during Dialect Mapping, we asked two questions that measure intelligibility: 'If 

books were written in your village variety, which villages would be able to use those books?' 

and 'Out of all these you have grouped together, which variety should be used as the one for 

writing so that all the others will understand it well? If that one could not be used, then 

which one?' The data gathered from using these tools will be presented below by dialect. 

 

3.3.1 Intelligibility of Limi Dialect 

The perceived intelligibility of the Limi dialect is relatively high. For some people from the 

other villages, the Limi dialect is one of the best options to use for writing books. Even when 

people from Kermi named the Limi dialect as the least best option for writing books, they 

seemed to understand the Limi dialect very well. This means that the Limi dialect seems to 

have the potential to be used and accepted by a relatively large portion of the Tibetan-

speaking people in Humla. 

Figure 20 shows the answers given to question 43 on the informal interview: When people 

from Limi speak with each other fast how much do you understand?  

  

                                              
16  The RSQ is a derivative of the post-RTT questions. Post-RTT questions are part of the RTT method. See Carla F. Radloff (1993) 

'POST-RTT QUESTIONS FOR INTERPRETING RTT SCORES' for more details. The RSQ has been used in sociolinguistic research in 

India (Eppele, Maggard and Waugh 2000) and Nepal (Eppele 2003). 
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Figure 20: How much do you understand the Limi variety? 

 N= All Most Half Only a little None 

Dojam 9 22% - 44% 22% 11% 

Bargaun 8 12.5% 37.5% 12.5% 12.5% 25% 

Hepka 12 67% - 33% - - 

Kermi 11 18% 36% 9% 27% 9% 

Muchu 8 87.5% 12.5% - - - 

Total/Average 48 42% 16.5% 21% 12.5% 8% 

 

The majority of respondents from the interviews (58.5%) said they understand 'all' or 'most' 

of the Limi variety of speech. 

After listening to the story from Til, 77% or higher of respondents said they understood all of 

the story. The exceptions to this were people from Bargaun and Dojam. In those two 

locations, less than half of the respondents understood all (42% in Bargaun and 33% in 

Dojam). According to the people from Til, all villages that were mentioned (not including the 

Eastern Humla dialect area) could profit from books written in their dialect. 

People from Muchu mention the Limi dialect as a third best option (after the Upper and 

Lower Humla dialects) for use in writing books for Humla. In Kermi, the Limi dialect is seen 

as the least best option. In Bargaun, they choose the Limi dialect as the best dialect to base 

book writing on. In Dojam, they put the Limi dialect as the last option, and in Hepka, people 

chose the Limi dialect after their first choice of Upper Humla. 

 

3.3.2 Intelligibility of Upper Humla Dialect 

The perceived intelligibility of the Upper Humla dialect is, generally speaking, somewhat 

low. The trend seems to be that the closer geographically, the higher the intelligibility. This 

makes using the Upper Humla dialect for language development only desirable for a smaller 

segment of the Tibetan-speaking villages of Humla. 

When asked how much they understand people from Muchu talking quickly with each other, 

the majority said they understand 'half' or 'less than half', except for people from Hepka and 

Dojam, who said they would understand much more. Listening to the story from Yalbang, 

the majority understand all or most of the story. In general, the more distance between the 

villages, the less people  understand each other. According to the people from Muchu, all 

Tibetan-speaking villages in Humla would understand books written in their dialect. 

People from Kermi chose the Upper Humla dialect as the second best option for writing 

books, after their own dialect. In Til, they named the Upper Humla dialect after Purang (on 

the other side of the Chinese border) and Limi dialect. In Bargaun, the Upper Humla dialect 

was mentioned as the least best option. In Dojam, people named the Upper Humla dialect 

after their own dialect and the Lower Humla dialect. And, in Hepka, the Upper Humla 

dialect was only mentioned as the last option. 
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3.3.3 Intelligibility of Lower Humla Dialect 

The perceived intelligibility of the Lower Humla dialect is mixed. One village (Kermi) in this 

dialect area got the highest percentage of perceived intelligibility by all the others, while the 

other (Hepka) got the lowest percentage. This is probably caused by strong negative attitudes 

toward the Hepka village in particular. When the percentage for that village is not 

considered, the intelligibility of the Lower Humla dialect seems to be rather high, almost as 

high as the Limi dialect. This suggests that language development based on the Kermi or 

Khangalgaun variety could possibly have the most widely spread reach among the Tibetan-

speaking people in Humla. 

The variety spoken in the village of Khangalgaun got the highest percentage on the question 

of whether or not people would understand two people speaking quickly with each other. The 

general outcome was that 80% of the people said they understand all or most. This data is a 

bit skewed, because we asked relatively more people in Kermi this question than in other 

places, and Kermi is close to Khangalgaun. At the same time, the village of Hepka generally 

got the lowest percentage, with only 56% of people saying they understand all or most. 

Adding to this, listening to the story from Kermi, only half of the respondents in Jang said 

they understood 'all'. According to people from Kermi and Hepka, all Tibetan-speaking 

villages in Humla would understand books written in their variety. 

People in Muchu named the Lower Humla dialect as the best option after their own dialect 

for writing books. For people in Til the Lower Humla dialect is their worst option. In 

Bargaun people chose the Lower Humla dialect only after the Limi dialect and their own 

dialect. People from Dojam named the Lower Humla dialect after their own dialect. People 

from Hepka named villages close to them as the first option, next the Limi dialect and only 

then other villages that seem to be part of their own dialect. 

 

3.3.4 Intelligibility of Eastern Humla Dialect 

The perceived intelligibility of the Eastern Humla dialect is mixed. It seems only some of the 

Humla villages would be able to use books written in this dialect. 

When asked, the majority of people say they understand all or most of the speech variety in 

Bargaun. Only people from three villages listened to the story from Bargaun. Almost all 

people from Dojam and Hepka said they understood all of the story. Among respondents in 

Kermi, 33% understand only half or less. According to people from Bargaun, all Tibetan-

speaking villages in Humla would understand books written in their variety. 

People from Muchu did not mention the Eastern Humla dialect at all when asked to name 

the varieties that could be used for writing books. In Kermi, the Eastern Humla dialect was 

mentioned last. In Til, the Eastern Humla dialect was not even on the dialect map they 

created. In Bargaun, they named the Limi dialect first before they named their own. In 

Dojam, they named the Eastern Humla dialect first and, in Hepka, the Eastern Humla dialect 

was chosen last. 
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3.3.5 Summary of Dialect Intelligibility 

To summarize this section on dialect intelligibility we see that the perceived intelligibility of 

the different dialects varies quite a bit. We measured perceived intelligibility which we think 

is sufficient for one of the goals of this survey, to be able to make an informed decision 

regarding where to base future language development. 

In choosing the best variety or dialect for language development purposes, we tried to 

discover which variety could be used to cover all the varieties. If there is such a variety, it 

would mean more effective language development work. In sociolinguistics, this variety is 

called a central dialect. 

The perceived intelligibility of the Limi dialect has the widest geographic reach. It is 

understood by most of the people in the villages of the Upper and Lower Humla dialects. It is 

less understood by people from Bargaun and Dojam, but people from Bargaun would still 

choose the Limi dialect before their own when asked which dialect would be best for written 

material development.  

The intelligibility of the Upper Humla dialect is a bit low and the intelligibility of the Lower 

Humla dialect is mixed. Especially considering the overall negative attitude toward some 

villages in the Lower Humla dialect group, neither dialect seems to be best in terms of future 

language development, although one of the village varieties in the Lower Humla dialect that 

is perceived quite positively could be considered to base future language development on. 

The intelligibility of the Eastern Humla dialect is high for people from Dojam and Hepka, but 

much less so for other dialects and villages in Humla. 

 

3.4 Summary of Dialect Variation 

This chapter had three main focuses: dialect and language identification, dialect attitudes 

and dialect intelligibility. In the first section we concluded that the different speech varieties 

among the Tibetan-speaking villages of Humla District should be seen as dialects of the same 

language. Four dialects were identified, namely: the Limi dialect (Til, Halji and Jang), the 

Upper Humla dialect (from Yari to Yalbang), the Lower Humla dialect (from Kermi to Kholsi 

to Tanggin), and the Eastern Humla dialect (from Burangse to Dojam). Another conclusion 

was that the more geographically distant villages are from each other, the more different they 

find each other's speech variety. The varieties seem to be different but are still partly 

comprehensible throughout all Tibetan-speaking villages in Humla. 

In the second section, we saw that the attitudes toward the Limi dialect are mostly very 

positive, while attitudes toward the variety spoken in Hepka (part of the Lower Humla 

dialect) are mostly negative. The attitudes toward the Upper Humla and Lower Humla 

dialects, as well as toward the Eastern Humla dialect, are very mixed. When we only look at 

Kermi and not Hepka for the attitudes toward the Lower Humla dialect, a much more 

positive picture appears. 

The last section looked at perceived intelligibility. The intelligibility of the Limi dialect has 

the widest geographic reach. It is understood by most of the people in the villages of the 

Upper and Lower Humla dialects. The intelligibility of the Upper Humla dialect is a bit low 

and the intelligibility of the Lower Humla dialect is mixed. Considering the overall negative 

attitude toward some villages in the Lower Humla dialect group, neither dialect seems to be 

best for future language development. Although, one of the village varieties in the Lower 
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4 Ethnolinguistic Identity 

This chapter investigates whether Tibetan-speaking people in Humla see themselves as a 

cohesive language and ethnic community or more broadly related to (Nepali) society. In 

other words, we will discuss the ethnolinguistic identity of the Tibetan-speaking people in 

Humla. We will answer the following two research questions: 

 

• Do Humla Tibetans see themselves as a cohesive language community? 

• Do Humla Tibetans see themselves as a cohesive people group? 

 

Ethnolinguistic identity can be an indicator for considering varieties to be dialects of the 

same language or to be different languages. We have seen in chapter four that between some 

varieties there is (relatively) marginal intelligibility (for example between Dojam and most 

other varieties, especially Yalbang). Also, between other varieties there seems to be sufficient 

intelligibility, but there is the question of whether or not they consider themselves as part of 

the same ethnolinguistic community (for example between Limi and the rest). This chapter 

will explore ethnolinguistic identity and help to determine how we should look at the 

sociolinguistic situation among the Tibetan speakers in Humla. 

The Ethnologue: Languages of Nepal (Eppele et al. 2012:6-7) uses the criteria set by the ISO 

639-3 inventory17 for defining a language in relation to varieties which may be considered 

dialects: 

 

• Two related varieties are normally considered varieties of the same language if speakers 

of each variety have inherent understanding of the other variety at a functional level (that 

is, can understand based on knowledge of their own variety without needing to learn the 

other variety). 

• Where spoken intelligibility between varieties is marginal, the existence of a common 

literature or of a common ethnolinguistic identity with a central variety that both 

understand can be a strong indicator that they should nevertheless be considered 

varieties of the same language. 

• Where there is enough intelligibility between varieties to enable communication, the 

existence of well-established distinct ethnolinguistic identities can be a strong indicator 

that they should nevertheless be considered to be different languages. 

 

In the research questions, we separated the idea of ethnolinguistic identity into two different 

questions; one on cohesive language community and the other on cohesive people group. In 

reality it is difficult (if not impossible) to disconnect language from culture. These are closely 

interrelated and intertwined. For this reason, this chapter is organized by themes which will 

include both the linguistic and cultural realities. Each of these themes will provide data to 

                                              
17 ISO (International Organization for Standardization) 639-3 is a code that aims to assign three-letter identifiers to all known human 

languages. 
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help answer both of the ethnolinguistic identity research questions. We start with marriage 

patterns. 

 

4.1 Marriage Patterns 

 

4.1.1 Marriage Patterns Ascertained in Literature 

Fürer-Haimendorf describes to some extent the “named clusters of villages of unequal status 

which affects the rules of intermarriage” and the “named clans (rhuba) which exist in some 

village communities, but seem to be absent in others” (Fürer-Haimendorf 1988: 270-1). He 

also writes about ranked classes, or 'status-groups' (1988:271-2). But he says that different 

villages have different rules and uses for these categories. He states, for example, that the 

individual groups or villages “are neither strictly endogamous nor exogamous”18 (1988:270). 

Levine (1988), in her book, focuses on polyandry among the Nyinba (The Dynamics of 

Polyandry). During our two trips to Humla we encountered several cases of polyandry, but 

also at least one case of polygamy. Both studies (Fürer-Haimendorf 1988 and Levine 1988) 

were written more than 25 years ago. Since then, a lot may have changed and, indeed, seems 

to have changed. This study is not extensive enough to go into detail on the social structures 

and marriage patterns among the Tibetan-speaking people in Humla. We did, however, have 

the chance to ask a couple of questions in seven different villages that help to give a rough 

picture of what people think and do in regards to marriage patterns and social structures. 

 

4.1.2 Marriage Patterns Ascertained through Interviews 

Only two out of seventy respondents answered that people from their village did not marry 

outside their own village or VDC. And the majority (83%) thought marriage to people outside 

their village or VDC was a good thing. The exception to this is people from Bargaun and Til. 

With 27% and 40% respectively saying this is not a good thing, they were less positive about 

marrying outside their area than the rest. If there are marriage patterns that focus more on 

marrying inside the area, they are not held very strictly and people do not seem to see 

marriage with people of other communities as something negative. This could indicate a 

weaker emphasis on the smaller area, and a stronger and positive focus on the broader group 

of Tibetan speakers in Humla. 

We also asked the leaders of the seven villages if people marry outside their village or VDC 

and what they think about it. The answers roughly matched the answers from the seventy 

respondents of the informal interview. The leaders were a bit less positive, in some cases, 

regarding the reality of marrying outside their own area. The leader of Til said they only 

marry within the Limi area. And if someone would marry outside, that is not good, especially 

with people from Bargaun. The leader in Kermi said, although he does not like it, people 

from Kermi marry people from Limi. In Hepka, the leader said they marry anyone, except for 

people from the Bargaun area, but he does not like it. He only likes it when villagers marry 

people from the Hepka and Kermi area (Lower Humla dialect area). According to the leader 

                                              
18 These are kinship terms. Endogamous, in this context, means marrying only people that are part of your village or group of villages 

(maybe dialect group). And exogamous means the opposite, only marrying people outside of your village or group of villages (maybe 

dialect group). 
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in Muchu, they marry anyone, except for people from the Bargaun area, and it is a good 

thing. The other leaders are all positive about the reality or possibility of marrying outside 

their own village or VDC. It seems the marriage patterns of the Bargaun area are still quite 

separate from the rest of Tibetan-speaking Humla, but the attitude towards branching out is 

positive. 

We asked if the practice of polyandry (one wife married to several husbands, in this case 

mostly brothers) is still practiced. Most leaders said it is, but only by some people. In Dojam 

it seems to be the most normal marriage pattern. Young people marry like this, except for 

those in the villages of Hepka and Yalbang. These interview responses, in combination with 

the general picture of marrying more and more outside their own village or VDC, signals 

strong ties among the Tibetan-speaking people in Humla. These ties are not only on a local 

or VDC level, but also indicate a growing move towards a district-wide strengthening of ties. 

Only in Dojam are people marrying outside the Tibetan-speaking population. In their case, 

they are also married Chhetri, Gurung and Bahun people. In the other six villages where we 

conducted interviews, they reported only marrying Tibetan-speaking people. 

 

4.1.3 Marriage Patterns Ascertained through Attitude Questions 

During the informal interview, we asked, “How would you feel if your son or daughter 

married someone who did not speak your mother tongue?” Generally this was understood as 

a person who does not speak a Humla Tibetan variety. The majority of respondents, 56%, felt 

this would be “bad”. The rest answered that they were “indifferent” (23%) or they felt this is 

“good”. Again, the respondents in Til are the exception to this. The majority (54%) of them 

are “indifferent”, while the rest (46%) felt this would be “bad”. 

In section 3.2, we discussed dialect attitudes. We looked at how people would feel if their son 

or daughter would marry someone like the person speaking in the different stories. The only 

indication of possible lower cohesiveness is the negative attitudes expressed towards the 

Hepka variety. The rest of the attitudes were at least mixed, and for the Limi variety, 

specifically positive. 

 

4.2 Language Patterns 

 

4.2.1 Love for the Languages 

We asked, “Among the languages that you speak which one do you love the most?” Looking 

at the whole picture (see Figure 21), a small majority (56%) chose a broader term (e.g., phot, 

bhote, orde, lap, kham, lama), comprising most, if not all, of the Tibetan varieties in Humla. 
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Figure 21: Which language do you love the most? 

 N= 
Village/area-

specific term 

Broader 

term19 
Tibetan 

Foreign language 

(Nepali, English, 

Chinese, Hindi) 

Til 7 29% - 14% 57% 

Muchu 11 45% 45% - 9% 

Kermi 12 - 58% - 42% 

Hepka 12 8% 83% 8% - 

Bargaun 12 8% 58% 8% 25% 

Dojam 12 17% 67% 8% 8% 

All six villages 66 17% 56% 6% 21% 

 

The rest of the answers were divided between choosing a 'foreign' language (Nepali, Tibetan, 

Chinese, Hindi or English) (27%) or the village/area's specific variety (17%). The answers 

from people in Til formed the big exception to this picture. Not one person named a broader 

term. 36% named a foreign language and the rest (64%) named their own variety or only 

spoke their own variety. People in Dojam and Hepka seem to be most drawn to the idea of 

one language community among Tibetan speakers in Humla, with respectively 67% and 83% 

saying they love a language using a broader term. People from Kermi seem to be the least 

focused on their own variety, with no respondents answering a local language variety name. 

 

4.2.2 Other Languages Spoken 

Five out of seven leaders said there are no other ethnic groups residing in their area, making 

their villages mono-ethnic and mono-cultural. Only in the Bargaun and Dojam area do 

Nepali speaking Dalit people live near them, and near Dojam there is mention of Gurung and 

Tamang20 people, speaking a Tibetan variety. 

 

4.2.3 Feelings When Speaking One’s Mother Tongue 

The majority, four out of seven leaders, feel prestigious when they speak their own language 

in the presence of Nepali-speaking people. The other three gave a neutral answer. So, 

towards their Nepali neighbors there is a tendency to feel pride in their own language, and 

not embarrassment. Their feelings are a bit more varied when they speak their own language 

in the presence of people from Tibet. Still, three out of seven (from Hepka, Yalbang and 

Bargaun) feel prestigious. The leaders from Til and Muchu gave a neutral answer, but from 

Dojam and Kermi they reported that they feel embarrassed.  

                                              
19 The broader terms (most of them meaning Tibetan) could refer to the Tibetan language more generally and not just to Humla 

Tibetan. But, based on the context, it probably usually meant the Tibetan of Humla. 

20 There are no known communities of Tamang or Gurung speakers in Humla. So it is unclear who these people are. They may be 

individuals who have married into the Dojam community. 
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The leader from Kermi commented that Tibetan people call the Kermi language 'rongba 

bhasa', meaning 'lowlander language'. This is clearly used as a derogatory term. This shows 

that the opinions of Tibetan people count more than those of Nepali people. They have a 

stronger connection with the Tibetan language and culture, than with the language and 

culture of Nepal. This speaks to the cohesiveness of the group both in language and in 

culture. They feel their language is very different from the Nepali language and they are more 

focused on the 'higher living' (in elevation) Tibetans (in Humla but also across the border 

into Tibet). 

 

4.3 Social Patterns 

 

4.3.1 Habits and Customs 

Not many respondents (6%) think the habits and customs of people in other villages are 

“very good”. But, on the other hand, only a small percentage of respondents (11%) answered 

“not good”. Overall, attitudes are neither positive nor negative. The exception, as described 

in section 3.2 Dialect Attitudes, is the more negative attitude towards the village of Hepka. 

The overall conclusion in chapter three is that there is not just one strong cohesive language 

group among the Tibetan-speaking people in Humla. But, on the other hand, there are also 

no clearly separate smaller groups that do not want to be affiliated with Humla Tibetan as a 

whole. The Limi area is one exception to this statement. They see themselves as being 

somewhat separate from the other Tibetan-speaking people in Humla, both linguistically and 

ethnically. 

 

4.3.2 Social Structure 

All villages have various clans within the village. There is some overlap between the villages 

in terms of clan names, but also some distinctive names. How these clans function could be a 

focus for further research. For our purpose here, the fact that there are clans in every village 

indicates a common trait between all the Tibetan-speaking villages in Humla. While this 

could indicate some cohesiveness between these villages, we also see that there are still 

differences between the Tibetan-speaking areas in Humla. The seemingly different social 

structures between the Limi area and the Bargaun area are cause for reluctance in saying all 

Tibetan-speaking villages in Humla together form one cohesive people group. 

We also asked the village leaders about dividing the areas in Humla into clusters, as 

described by Fürer-Haimendorf (1988:269-70). We discussed this before in section 4.1.1 

Interview Results. The fact that this clustering is rarely used or almost forgotten could mean 

there is a weaker affiliation within the smaller, local area groupings. But at the same time, 

the clustering has not completely disappeared, but has just moved more towards the use of 

VDC names instead. 
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4.4 Other Related Topics 

 

4.4.1 Attitudes regarding Language in Purang County (China) 

It is also good to look at what Tibetan speakers from Humla say about the language spoken 

across the border into China (Tibet). Many Tibetan speakers in Humla regularly cross the 

border to Purang for trade and religious activities. Almost half (46%) of the respondents said 

that the Purang language is the same as their own language. The majority (57%) use their 

own variety when speaking to people from Purang, but of those that do, 63% changed their 

language somewhat to accommodate the Purang speaker. This data suggests substantive 

linguistic ties between the Tibetan varieties spoken on either side of the border. Further 

study would be helpful to understand the relationship between the Tibetan speakers in 

Humla and those across the border in Purang.  

 

4.4.2 Migration Patterns 

Humla Tibetan speakers have a history of trade. This means that many people do not stay all 

year round in the same place. Another reason for leaving the village and staying somewhere 

outside Humla is for religious purposes. In Appendix B data regarding migration patterns 

can be found (see questions 33 and 34 on the KIQ). Questions were asked separately about 

the migration patterns of men and women. 

 

4.4.3 Additional Observations 

In every village in which we stayed during our fieldwork, we sat around with the whole team 

to talk about what we observed in the village, as well as to record our observations. We used 

the same observation schedule every time. The information gathered using this tool adds to 

the general background information. It will give a more complete picture of the context of 

the research sites. In Appendix F, you can look at the observations we made in the seven 

villages where we stayed for our research: Kermi, Yalbang, Muchu, Til, Bargaun, Dojam and 

Hepka. 

 

4.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we investigated the ethnolinguistic identity of the Tibetan-speaking people in 

Humla. Through the three bigger themes of marriage patterns, language patterns and social 

patterns, we looked at the sociolinguistic situation. The marriage patterns indicate weaker 

ties to the traditional focus on the village and its area, and a growing acceptance and focus on 

the broader area of the Humla District. This focus is strongly on the Tibetan-speaking people 

and villages in Humla, not with people speaking other languages. The attitudes concerning 

marriage patterns indicate a certain cohesiveness (not extremely strong, but certainly not 

weak) among the Tibetan speakers in Humla. 

Looking at the language patterns, we see the same picture emerging. The majority of 

respondents use a term for the language they love that signifies all the Tibetan-speaking 

people in Humla (although these terms could refer to the Tibetan language more generally, 

but, based on the context, they are probably meant the Tibetan of Humla). And the opinions 

of Tibetan people count more than those of the Nepali speakers around them. They have a 
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stronger connection with the Tibetan language and culture, than with the language and 

culture of Nepal. This again shows a certain cohesiveness of the group in both language and 

culture. They feel their language is very different from the Nepali language and they are more 

focused on the 'higher living' (in elevation) Tibetans (in Humla but also across the border 

into Tibet). 

The social patterns show us that there is not a strong social homogeneity among all the 

Tibetan speakers in Humla. There are considerable differences, especially between the Limi 

area and the Bargaun area. So, although most indicators show some kind of cohesiveness 

among all the Tibetan speakers, there are still enough unknowns and differences to be 

reluctant to say that there is strong cohesiveness, linguistically and ethnically. 

There is a certain degree of cohesive ethnolinguistic identity among the Tibetan speakers in 

Humla, strong enough to set them apart from non-Tibetan speakers, but not strong enough 

to see them as a homogenous group. In working with Humla Tibetans it will be important to 

acknowledge that there will be differences in ethnic attitude and dialect between certain 

areas. 
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5 Language Vitality and EGIDS 

In this chapter, we investigate the language vitality of the Tibetan varieties in Humla. This is 

important because it shows us the strength of the vitality, whether there is a possible decline 

in the use of the mother-tongue and what kind of actions might be needed for future 

language development. One current measurement for language vitality is the Expanded 

Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale (EGIDS) (Lewis and Simons 2010). EGIDS is 

based on an elaboration of Fishman's Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale (Fishman 

1991) and measures vitality on a scale from zero (strongest vitality: International) to ten 

(weakest vitality: Extinct). Lewis and Simons propose a series of questions (Appendix G) to 

be asked concerning any language in order to determine where it measures on the scale. The 

answers to these questions lead us to the conclusion that, on the EGIDS scale, the Humla 

Tibetan varieties fall into category 6a (Vigorous). This is the same EGIDS level that the 

Ethnologue has documented for Humla Tibetan. 

We start by looking at language proficiency and domains of language use, then at 

intergenerational transfer of the mother tongue. These issues were primarily investigated 

through the use of the informal interview. We continue by looking at other factors that play a 

part in language vitality and the EGIDS level for the Humla Tibetan varieties. 

 

5.1 Language Proficiency 

On the question “What language do you speak?”, all 92 respondents named their local 

Tibetan variety. We asked 71 respondents what language they spoke first and what other 

languages they speak. All of them said they spoke their own Tibetan variety first. Ninety 

percent of respondents also speak Nepali, 32% also speak (Lhasa) Tibetan and 14% also 

speak English.  

We also asked questions about their perception of their own language ability. When we 

asked, among the languages they speak, which they speak best, 93% named their own local 

variety and 6% named Nepali (of which three of the four respondents were 34 years or 

younger). Out of the 68 respondents, 66 named a second best language: 79% said Nepali, 

11% said (Lhasa) Tibetan and 8% named their own local variety. Only half named a third best 

language, and only ten (15%) named a fourth best language. This situation suggests some 

level of bilingualism, especially with Nepali, but a much lower level of multilingualism. Low 

levels of multilingualism may be an indicator of strong mother-tongue language vitality. 

 

5.2 Domains of Language Use 

In this section, we will look at the interview data on language use in different contexts and 

social situations, known as 'domains'. An important indicator of language vitality is which 

languages are used in various domains of life. 

Language use in the home is viewed as one of the primary domains related to language 

vitality, because the language of the home is generally a child's first language. All the people 

we interviewed responded that they speak their local Tibetan variety at home. This suggests 

high vitality for the mother-tongue among the Tibetan varieties in Humla. 

We also asked which language people use in the following seven domains: singing, at the 

market, storytelling, praying, telling stories to children, singing at home and in village 
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meetings. Figure 22 displays the percentage of respondents who reported primarily using 

their local variety, Nepali, or both their local variety and Nepali roughly as often as the other. 

 

   Figure 22: Overall language use 

What language do you usually speak... N = Local Both Nepali 

while singing? 69 61% 7% 28% 

while at the market? 70 24% 3% 71% 

while telling stories? 67 75% 4% 21% 

while praying? 72 88% 4% 3% 

while telling stories to children? 69 88% 6% 6% 

while singing at home? 68 87% 4% 9% 

during village meetings? 71 83% 6% 11% 

 

In a couple of cases, the percentages do not add up to 100%. This is because we did not 

include the instances when people said they use Tibetan or Hindi. Looking at the table we see 

that the local variety is used the most in six of the seven domains. Only in the case of going to 

the market do people use more Nepali. The reason for this is that there are many non-

Tibetan speakers at the market. This table suggests high vitality for the Humla Tibetan 

varieties. The high percentage (88%) for telling stories to children is especially important, 

because it is a strong indicator that the local variety is being transmitted to the next 

generation. The next section goes more deeply into this topic of intergenerational transfer. 

 

5.3 Intergenerational Transfer 

An important aspect of language vitality is the extent to which the mother-tongue is being 

passed on to the younger generation, known as intergenerational transfer. If children are 

using their Humla Tibetan variety, it is a good indicator of strong language vitality. 

We asked what language speakers parents used to speak to them when they were young. All 

of the respondents said that their parents spoke to them in their local Tibetan variety as 

children. Also, all married people speak a local variety to their spouses.  

We asked what language people use to talk to their parents, siblings and children. Figure 23 

displays the percentage of respondents who reported primarily using their local variety, 

Nepali, or both their local variety and Nepali roughly as often as the other. 
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Figure 23: What language is spoken with family members? 

What language do you usually speak... N = Local Both Nepali 

with your parents? 72 100% - - 

with your siblings? 71 97% - 1% 

with your children? 59 97% 2% 2% 

 

In two cases the percentages do not add up, because we rounded the numbers. When talking 

to their parents, all people replied that they use their own local variety. In talking with 

siblings one person responded ‘Nepali’ and one person responded ‘both Hindi and local 

variety’, out of 71 respondents. In response to “What language do you use to talk with your 

children?”, only one respondent reported that he/she uses Nepali and one that he/she uses 

both Nepali and the local variety. 

When playing with each other, children in the village mostly speak the local variety. Only 

17% of the respondents said they heard children speak Nepali with each other while playing. 

People reported that when children talk with neighbors they usually speak their own variety. 

Only 7% of the respondents said they hear children use Nepali while speaking to neighbors. 

When asked if the young people in the village speak their mother-tongue well, 94% answered 

“yes”. In addition 75% of respondents said the language of young people was not different 

from their grandparents' language. 

This data strongly suggests that the mother-tongue is being actively passed on to the younger 

generation. This is an indicator of strong vitality. 

 

5.4 Other Factors 

The interview schedule we used contained several other questions that relate to language 

vitality but don't fit into domains of language use or intergenerational transfer. Some of the 

data presented here is also based on observation. We will now consider the results of several 

interview questions. 

One question we asked was “Which language should children learn first?” A majority (82%) 

said children should learn the local variety first. The other answers were Nepali (10%), 

English (7%) and Tibetan (1%). This value of learning your own local variety first as a child is 

again an indicator of strong vitality. 

Another question on language use we asked was: “Are there any situations where you do not 

speak your mother-tongue with other Tibetan people in Humla?” The majority (79%) said 

they always speak their mother-tongue with other Tibetan people in Humla. When people 

did change their language, it was mostly to accommodate the other person’s variety as much 

as possible. The main reasons for changing their language were: because the other people did 

not understand their variety, because the other people only speak Nepali, or because the 

respondent had never met the person before and didn’t want to shame them if they did not 

understand the local variety. The fact that most people would not consider changing their 

language in contact with other Tibetans in Humla indicates a high value of using their own 

variety and a certain pride in their language. These are indicators of strong language vitality. 
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There are two cases where they do change their language, i.e., where there are low levels of 

intelligibility or no intelligibility and cases where they do not want to shame one another. 

These two cases are based on practical considerations that have little to do with language 

vitality. 

During our fieldwork in Humla, we wrote down our observations in every village. One of the 

things we observed was the fact that, wherever we went, children seemed to talk mostly in 

their own local variety among each other and only a handful were able to converse just a little 

bit in Nepali with us. Another observation was that many people in the older generation are 

monolingual. We needed local interpreters in many villages to help with translating our 

Nepali into their variety. In one case, in the village of Bargaun, there was mention of people 

from Thehe village (non-Tibetans) that come up to work for people in Bargaun and learn 

some of the local variety for communication. And someone commented that the ‘low caste’ in 

Bargaun do not speak the Bargaun variety very well. This assumes that they should do better. 

These observations support a categorization of strong language vitality for the Humla 

varieties. 

 

5.5 EGIDS 

Coming back to the conclusion presented at the beginning of this chapter, all the data 

supports the conclusion that the Humla Tibetan varieties fall into category 6a (Vigorous) on 

the EGIDS scale. The description of 6a (Vigorous), used in the paper on EGIDS by Lewis and 

Simons (2010a:13), is as follows: 

This is the level of ongoing oral use that constitutes sustainable orality. 

Intergenerational transmission of the language is intact and widespread in the 

community. The language use and transmission situation is stable or gaining strength. 

The EGIDS categories refer to levels of sustainability. Category 6a (Vigorous) falls into the 

level of 'Sustainable Orality'. The description for sustainable orality is as follows: 

A language is at the level of sustainable orality when the entire language community is 

using the language orally. This does not assume monolingualism, but that in a 

multilingual community, the language has its place and all members of the community 

use it according to those social norms. Also transmission to children is occurring in the 

entire community. All FAMED conditions must be at a level 6a or higher. (Lewis and 

Simons 2010b) 

Lewis and Simons (2010b) explain the idea of the Sustainable Use Model (SUM): “The idea is 

that a language is in a transitory state if it resides between these sustainable levels. It will 

either move up the scale toward a higher level of sustainability if active language 

development is occurring, or it will slide down the scale to a lower level of sustainability if 

there is no language development occurring.” In the case of Humla Tibetan, it seems the 

varieties are on a solid 6a level.  

When we look at the so-called FAMED conditions (see Appendix G) that help to decide 

where a language is on the EGIDS scale, we find descriptions that are relevant to the Tibetan 

varieties in Humla. These conditions for the 6a level reflect, for the most part, the context in 

Humla. However, there is an important comment that needs to be made. Among the listed 

'FAMED conditions' one (External Environment) says that government policy hinders 

language development, and another (Motivation) says the people themselves do not have a 
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6 Desires for Development 

In this chapter we will focus on the desires of the community for development of their own 

language as well as other types of development. To understand these desires, we used 

informal interview questions and participatory methods (Appreciative Inquiry) facilitations. 

The responses show that Humla Tibetan speakers have a desire for language-based 

development as well as other types of development. 

 

6.1 Interview Results on Language Development Desires 

 

6.1.1 Learning to Read and Write 

Of the 72 respondents, about half are able to read and write. We then asked: “Which 

language would you like to be able to read?” Fifteen percent of the respondents named their 

own, unwritten variety as the language they would like to be able to read. This is remarkable, 

because it shows that there is a sense among some people that it would be possible to read 

their own language and that they would even want to take the time to learn it. At the 

moment, there is, with possibly one exception, no mother-tongue language development 

among the Tibetan-speaking varieties in Humla. 

There seem to be positive attitudes towards language development in their mother-tongue, 

because 89% of the respondents say that they would want to read their own mother-tongue if 

it would become possible/available. We also asked which language they think would be 

easiest to read and write in. Of all the respondents who are able to read and write in Tibetan, 

64% choose Tibetan as the easiest language to read and write in. In comparison, of all the 

respondents who are able to read and write in Nepali, 53% choose Nepali as the easiest 

language to read and write in. Most Humla Tibetans living in Humla who are able to read 

and write Tibetan are lamas (Buddhist priests) or monks. In Limi, we witnessed the use of 

written Tibetan in non-religious contexts by people who had learned how to read or write 

outside of Humla. Nepali is primarily used in the public domain, at the market, while 

traveling, outside the Humla area (for example, in Kathmandu) and at school. 

In the primary schools in the Limi villages, mother-tongue-based education is taking place. 

Teachers teach orally in the mother-tongue, but use text-books written in other languages. 

Children learn to read and write in English, Nepali, and standard, written Tibetan. 

 

6.1.2 Use of the Tibetan or Devanagari Script 

When we asked the leaders in the villages if there is written material in their own language, 

only in Muchu did the leader respond that there are some songs in the Sambhota (Tibetan) 

script. We also asked if the people in the village use written marriage invitations. Some do 

not use written invitations; others use Nepali and only in the villages of Til and Yalbang do 

they use written invitations in Sambhota script. Another question was related to which 

language people use for the village meeting minutes. Most villages use Nepali. In Dojam they 

use Devanagari script to write their mother-tongue. In Yalbang, in addition to Nepali, they 

use Sambhota script to write in their own language during village meetings. 
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When we talked with the leader in Muchu, he explained that half of the villagers are able to 

read Sambhota script. They read at home or in the Gumpa (monastery). He comments that 

in the primary school the children are not being taught the Sambhota script. He would want 

the lamas to teach the Sambhota script to the children. This conversation shows the 

importance of the Sambhota script and that the leader is thinking about solutions for the 

problem that children are not learning the script. During the second and third trips, we met 

with Kanjok Lama (originally from Kermi village), who is working for the ISIS Foundation22. 

He is working on a dictionary of the Humla Tibetan language using the Sambhota script. As 

yet it has not been published. 

 

6.2 Appreciative Inquiry Results 

We used the participatory method called Appreciative Inquiry with groups of people from 

the villages to facilitate discussion about hopes and desires for their community. See 

Appendix E for the steps of this method and the results of facilitations in six villages. 

In every village, there was some desire for developing their local language. The villages that 

noted more than one desire in this area were Hepka, Bargaun and Dojam. These desires 

range from books or booklets written in their local variety, songs and news in their own 

language, teachers that teach in their local language, to preserving religious language. An 

exception is Jang, where no desires for literacy were mentioned. In Jang, they do not think it 

is possible to write in their own variety. Writing seems to be only possible in Tibetan. Desires 
for recording of songs, and a book about the Limi culture were mentioned, but they wanted 

the book written in Standard Tibetan rather than the local Limi variety. 

Besides desires for language development, people also expressed desires for development in 

the areas of healthcare, business opportunities, basic infrastructure (such as good roads, 

water facilities and electricity), and religion-focused development. 

 

6.3 Summary 

Although, at the moment, there is almost no mother-tongue language development among 

the Tibetan-speaking varieties in Humla, people seem interested in the possibility of learning 

to read and write their own language, the exception being people in Limi. Different people 

have different levels of experience with writing Devanagari or Sambhota (Tibetan) script. 

Which script to base possible future language development on needs consideration at a later 

stage. 

Through the Appreciative Inquiry method, we had people discuss their hopes and desires for 

development, language or other kinds of development. Overall there seem to be desires to 

develop their own language and people stated a lot of other areas where they would like to 

see changes. 

  

                                              
22 http://www.isisgroup.org/foundation-projects/nepal/, accessed on March 6th 2014. 
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7 Summary of Findings and Recommendations 

 

7.1 Dialect Variation 

 

7.1.1 Summary of Findings 

The chapter on dialect variation had three main focuses: dialect and language identification, 

dialect attitudes and dialect intelligibility. In the first section, we concluded that the different 

speech varieties among the Tibetan-speaking villages of Humla District should be seen as 

dialects of the same language. Four dialects were identified, namely, the Limi dialect (Til, 

Halji and Jang), the Upper Humla dialect (from Yari to Yalbang), the Lower Humla dialect 

(from Kermi to Kholsi to Tanggin), and the Eastern Humla dialect (from Burangse to 

Dojam). Another conclusion was that the more geographically distant villages are from each 

other, the more different they find each other's speech variety. The varieties seem to be 

different but are still comprehensible in varying degrees throughout all Tibetan-speaking 

villages in Humla. 

In the second section, we saw that the attitudes toward the Limi dialect are mainly very 

positive; while attitudes toward the variety spoken in Hepka (part of the Lower Humla 

dialect) are mostly negative. The attitudes toward the Upper Humla and Lower Humla 

dialects, as well as toward the Eastern Humla dialect, are very mixed. When we only look at 

Kermi and not Hepka for the attitudes toward the Lower Humla dialect, a much more 

positive picture appears. 

The last section looked at perceived intelligibility. The intelligibility of the Limi dialect has 

the widest geographic reach. It is understood by most of the people in the villages of the 

Upper and Lower Humla dialects. The intelligibility of the Upper Humla dialect is a bit low 

and the intelligibility of the Lower Humla dialect is mixed. Especially considering the overall 

negative attitude toward some villages in the Lower Humla dialect group, neither dialect 

seems to be best for future language development. The intelligibility of the Eastern Humla 

dialect is high for people from Hepka, but much less so for other dialects and villages in 

Humla. 

 

7.1.2 Recommendations 

When language development efforts start among the Tibetan-speaking villages in Humla, the 

greatest number of people would be served through having two oral development projects. 

One should focus on the Eastern Humla dialect, and the other one should focus on the Limi 

dialect. Most likely all Tibetan-speaking people would accept and understand at least one of 

these two dialects. If there is a focus on only one dialect, chances are high that a segment of 

the Tibetan-speaking Humla population would not understand or accept it. For written 

products, a variety that would serve most Tibetan-speaking people in Humla could be that of 

Kermi or Khagalgaun village, since speakers of the most well-understood and liked variety, 

that of Limi, are not all that interested in mother-tongue literacy.  

A focus for further research would be to check if the variety spoken in Kermi village or 

Khagalgaun village could be used as a central dialect for all of the Humla Tibetan varieties. 

The story from Kermi could be used for this. 
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There are reports of people speaking a Tibetan dialect in Shreemastha VDC in the east of 

Humla District. The ethnically Tibetan people in Shreemastha reportedly intermarry with 

people from Dojam. In terms of needs for future research, more investigation should be 

made into the relationship of the Dojam variety to the Tibetan varieties spoken toward the 

east in Shreemastha VDC and Mugu District. 

There is also the need for more research on the Humli Khyampa and other nomadic and 

semi-nomadic Tibetan-speakers in northwest Nepal. Several reports mention Tibetan 

varieties in Bajura District, south of Humla, that might be closely related to Humla Tibetan. 

Also, more research is needed on the relationship between the Tibetan variety spoken in 

Purang county in China and Humla Tibetan. 

 

7.2 Ethno-linguistic identity 

 

7.2.1 Summary of Findings 

In this chapter, we investigated the ethno-linguistic identity of the Tibetan-speaking people 

in Humla. Through the three themes of marriage patterns, language patterns and social 

patterns, we looked at the sociolinguistic situation. The marriage patterns indicate that the 

marriage restrictions are being followed less than before, and there is a growing acceptance 

and focus on marrying people from within the broader area of the Humla District, focusing  

strongly toward the Tibetan-speaking people and villages in Humla, not toward people 

speaking other languages. The attitudes on the marriage patterns indicate a certain 

cohesiveness (not extremely strong, but certainly not weak) among the Tibetan speakers in 

Humla. 

Looking at the language attitude patterns, we saw the same picture appearing. The majority 

of respondents use a term for the language they love that signifies all the Tibetan-speaking 

people in Humla. Also, the opinions of Tibetan people count more than those of Nepali 

speakers around them. They have a stronger connection with the Tibetan language and 

culture, than with the language and culture of Nepali speakers. This again shows a certain 

cohesiveness of the group in language and culture. They feel their language is very different 

from the Nepali language and they are focused more on the 'higher living' (in elevation) 

Tibetans (in Humla but also across the border into Tibet). This focus suggests a stronger pull 

towards the Tibetan language and culture, both in Nepal and China. 

The social patterns show us that there is not a strong social homogeneity among all Tibetan 

speakers in Humla. There are considerable differences, especially between the Limi area and 

the Bargaun area. So, although most indicators show some kind of cohesiveness among all 

the Tibetan speakers, there are still enough unknowns and differences to make us reluctant 

to say that there is strong cohesiveness both linguistically and ethnically. 

 

7.2.2 Recommendations 

There is a certain level of ethno-linguistic identity among the Tibetan speakers in Humla, 

strong enough to set them apart from non-Tibetan speakers, but not strong enough to see 

them as a homogenous group. In working with Humla Tibetans, it will be important to 

acknowledge that there will be significant differences between certain areas and that dialect 
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and ethnic attitudes vary quite a bit. All future language development efforts should take 

these differences into consideration. 

 

7.3 Language Vitality and EGIDS 

 

7.3.1 Summary of Findings 

We ascertained that the EGIDS category for the Humla Tibetan varieties is correctly 

documented in the Ethnologue as being 6a (Vigorous). We saw that the language proficiency 

and vitality is high among the Tibetan villages in Humla. They almost exclusively use their 

own variety in all domains, except for using Nepali when they go to the market and interact 

with non-Tibetan-speaking people. The degree of intergenerational transfer of Humla 

Tibetan is very high, indicating strong language vitality. People want their children to learn 

their own variety first and they themselves only change their language when other people do 

not speak their language or sometimes when other people would not understand their variety 

well. We saw that the Humla Tibetan varieties seem to be on a solid 6a EGIDS level, 

equivalent to ‘Sustainable Orality’. 

 

7.3.2 Recommendations 

The language vitality (EGIDS) level of a community should be considered in any language 

development efforts. The language vitality level of a community will determine what next 

steps would best benefit the community. In this case, where the Humla Tibetan community 

has a vigorous, vital language, language development efforts could easily begin with written 

materials and literacy. 

 

7.4 Desires for Development 

 

7.4.1 Summary of Findings 

Although, at the moment, there is almost no mother-tongue language development among 

the Tibetan-speaking varieties in Humla, people seem interested in the possibility of learning 

to read and write their own language. Different people have different levels of experience 

with writing Devanagari or Sambhota (Tibetan) script. 

Through the Appreciative Inquiry method, we had people discuss their hopes and desires for 

development, language or otherwise. Overall there seem to be desires to develop their own 

language and people stated a lot of other areas they would want to see changes. 

 

7.4.2 Recommendations 

Because of a strong language vitality, combined with desires for language development from 

the communities themselves, a next step for the Tibetan-speaking communities in Humla 

could be literacy work and written materials. But to get to that stage, oral forms of 

development would be much appreciated by the communities such as teaching in the 

mother-tongue as is being done in the primary schools in the Limi villages. These steps could 
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७ �ा� कुराह
 तथा िसफािरशह
को सारांश 
(Nepali Translation of Chapter 7 by Krishna Rana of CAS Nepal) 

 

७.१  �थानीय बोलीका िविवधताह
 

 

७.१.१ �ा� कुराह
को सारांश 

6थानीय बोलीका िविवधताह5 भM ेपिरAछेदमा तीनटा कुराह5मा %यान केि0�त गिरएका छन् 6थान िवशषेको 

भाषा तथा भािषक पिहचान, 6थान िवशषेको भाषा*ितको मनोबिृत र उT त भाषाह5को बोधग�यता । पिहलो 

भागमा हामील ेिन�कष= िनकालकेा छौ ंिक ह�ु ला िज- लाको ित�बती बो-न ेगाउँह5को फरक फरक िकिसमका 

बोलीह5लाई उही भाषाका 6थान िवशषेको बोलीको Vपमा हिेरनपुछ=  । चारवटा 6थानमा िवशषे भाषाह5 पिहचान 

गिरएका छन् , अथा=त , िलमी बोली (तील, हा-जी अिन जा| ), उप- लो ह�ु लाको बोली (यारीबाट याङवाWस�म), 

त- लो ह�ु ला बोली (केमXबाट खो-सीस�म र ताWगीनस�म) र पूबX ह�ु ला बोली(बरुा|सबेाट दोजामस�म) । अक� 

िन�कष= यो छ िक गाउँह5 एक अका=मा जित टाढा छन् उनीह5को बोलीह5को फरक पिन [यित न ैधरैे ह0ुछन् । 

बोलीका िकिसमह5 फरक त दिेखन आउँछन् तर पिन ह�ु लाका सब ैित�बती बो-न ेगाउँह5मा उनीह5ल ेअVको 

बोली आंिशक Vपमा ब�ुदछन् । 

 

दो�ो खqडमा हामील ेयो दfेयौ ंिक िलमी बोली तफ= को मनोबिृ� धरैेजसो अित सकारा[मक छन् जब िक 

हwेका(त- लो ह�ु ला बोलीको अंश) बो-न ेतफ=  मा0छेहVको मनोबिृ� धरैेजसो नकारा[मक छ । उप- लो ह�ु ला र 

त- लो ह�ु लाका बोलीह5का साथसाथ ैपूवX ह�ु ला का बोली तफ= का मनोबिृ�ह5 िमिyत छन् ।यिद हामील े

हwेकालाई नहरेीकन त- लो ह�ु लाको बोलीलाई िलएर केमXतफ= मा# हiेय� भन ेबढी सकारा[मक मनोबिृ� दिेख0छ । 

 

अि0तम खqडमा बोधग�यता (बझुाइ)को दिृ�कोणल ेहिेर0छ । िलमी बोलीको बोधग�यताल ेभौगोिलक पहुचँ बढी 

फरािकलो $#े ओगटकेो छ । यो बोली उप- लो र तल् लो ह�ु ली बोली बो-न ेगाउँह5का धरैेजसो मािनसह5ल े

ब�ुदछन् । उप- लो ह�ु ला बोलीको बोधग�यता अिल 0यून छ र त- लो ह�ु ला बोलीको बोघग�यता िमिyत छ । 

िबशषे गरी त- लो ह�ु ला बोली समहुका केही गाउँह5 तफ= को सम6त नकारा[मक मनोबिृ�लाई %यानमा राfदा, 

भिव�यको भाषा िवकासका लािग कुन ैपिन बोली एकदम राxो दिेखंदनै । हwेकाका मािनसह5ल ेपूवX ह�ु लाको 

बोली बढी मा#ामा ब�ुदछन्  तर ह�ु लाकै अV बोली बो-नहे5 र गाउँह5का लािग बोधग�यता धरैे 0यून छ । 

 

७.१.२ िसफािरशह
 

ह�ु लाका ित�बती भाषा बो-न ेगाउँह5मा भाषा िवकासका *यासह5 शVु गदा=, बहसंुfयक मािनसह5मा दइुटा 

मौिखक  पिरयोजनाह5hारा सवेा प�ु याइनछे । एउटाल ेपूवX ह�ु ला बोलीमा अक�ल ेिलमी बोलीमा %यान केि0�त 

गनु=पछ=  । धरैेजसो ित�बती बो-न ेमािनसह5ल ेदइुटाम%य ेक�तीमा पिन एउटा ब�ुन ेर 6वीकान > ज6तो दिेख0छ । 

यिद एउट ैमा# बोलीमा %यान केि0�त भयो भन,े ित�बती बो-न ेह�ु लाका जनसंfयाका कुन ैसमूहल ेनब�ुन ेर 

न6वीकान > स�भावना उ^ ह0ुछ । िलिखत सामkीह5का लािग, ह�ु लाका ित�बती भाषा बो-न ेमािनसह5म%य े

अिधकतमलाई सवेा प�ु याउन ेिकिसम, खागलगाउँ र केमX गाउँको िकिसम हनु सTछ िकनिक सबभ0दा बढील े

मनपराउन ेर ब�ुन ेिकिसमको बोलीह5 बो-न ेमािनसह5 िलमीबासीह5 म%य ेसब ैमातभृाषामा सा$रता क$ा 

चलाउन ेकुरामा [यित चासो िदंदनैन् । 
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अनसु0धान अगािड %यान केि0�त गनु=पन > कुरा, खगलेगाउँ वा केमX गाउँमा बोिलन ेिकिसमलाई  पूरा ह�ु ला 

ित�बतीको लािग के0�ीय बोलीको Vपमा चलाउन सिक0छ िक भनरे जाAँन सिकनछे । यसका लािग केमXबाटको 

कथा *योग गन= सिक0छ । 

 

ह�ु ला िज- लाको पूव=मा अवि6थत yीम6था गा.िव.स.का मािनसह5ल ेित�बती बोली बोलकेो *ितवदेनह5 छन् । 

yीम6थाका ित�बती जाितका मािनसह5 र डोजामका  मािनसह5 बीच बवैािहक स�ब0ध भएको पाइ0छ । 

भिव�यमा अनसु0धान गनु=परेको खqडमा, yीम6था गा.िव.स.को पूव=तफ=  र मगु ुिज- लामा बोिलन ेित�बती 

िकिसमसगँ दोजामको िकिसमको स�ब0ध बारेमा अV अनसु0धान गन= राxो ह0ुछ । 

 

ह�ु ली fया�पा र उ�र—पि�म नपेालको अ0य घमु0त ेर अध=—घमु0त ेित�बती भाषी बारेमा अV अनसु0धान गनु= 

आवSयक छ । बाजरुा िज- ला र दि$ण ह�ु लाको िकिसमको ित�बती, ह�ु लाको ित�बतीसगँ िनकटको स�ब0ध हनु 

सTन ेकुरा केही *ितवदेनह5मा उ- लिेखत भएको पाइ0छ ।  

 

चीनको परुाW गाउँमा बोिलन ेित�बती िकिसम र ह�ु ली ित�बती िकिसम बीचको स�ब0ध बारे पिन अ5 अनसु0धान 

गनु= आवSयक छ । 

 

७.२  जातीय–भािषक समानता 

 

७.२.१ �ा� कुराह
को सारांश 

यस अ%यायमा, हामील ेह�ु लामा ित�बती बो-न ेमािनसह5को जातीय—भािषक समानताबारे अ0वषेण गi यौ ँ। 

हामील ेबवैािहक ढाचँा, सामािजक ढाचँा र भािषक ढाचँा गरी तीनटा िबषयह5hारा सामािजक भािषक 

पिरि6थिततफ=  हiे यौ ँ। बवैािहक ढाचँाल ेयो दखेाउँछ िक बवैािहक अवरोधह5 पिहलभे0दा कम अनशुरण गिरंदछैन् 

र ह�ु लाको �यापक $#ेिभ#का मािनसह5सगँ िबहावारी गन > कुरामा जोड िदन ेस�ब0धमा बgदो 6वीकृित छ । यो 

कुरामा ह�ु लाको ित�बती बो-न ेमािनसह5 र गाउँह5तफ=  बढी केि0�त  छ न िक अ0य भाषा बो-नहे5मा । 

बवैािहक ढाचँाल ेह�ु लाका ित�बती भाषा बो-नहे5 बीच कुन ैिकिसमको स�ब0ध दखेाउँछ जनु अ[य0त बिलयो 

पिन छैन र [यित कमजोर पिन छैन । 

 

भािषक मनोबिृ�को ढाचँातफ=  हदेा= हामील ेउ6त ैिच# भएको दfेयौ ं। बहसंुfयक जवाफदाताह5ल ेउनीह5ल े

मनपराउन ेभाषाको लािग *योग गन > श�दल ेह�ु लाको ित�बती भाषा बो-न ेस�पूण= मािनसह5ितर संकेत गद=छ । 

फेिर उनीह5को विरपिरका नपेाली भाषी मािनसह5को भ0दा ित�बतीह5को रायलाई उनीह5 बढी मा0यता िद0छन् 

। उनीह5को स�ब0ध नपेाली भाषा बो-नकेो भाषा र सं6कृितसगँ भ0दा ित�बती भाषा र सं6कृितसगँ बढी बिलयो  

छ । यसल ेपिन भाषा र सं6कृितमा [यस समहुको कुन ैिकिसमको सािमwय दखेाउँछ । उनीह5लाई लाlछ िक 

उनीह5को भाषा नपेाली भाषाभ0दा धरैे फरक छ र उनीह5 अlलाईमा बs ेकुरा (उचाईलाई) ित�बतीह5 (ह�ु लामा 

तर सीमापािर ित�बतमा पिन) बढी %यान केि0�त गद=छन् । यसरी %यान केि0�त काय=ल ेनपेाल र चीन दबु ैदशेमा 

ित�बती भाषा र सं6कृिततफ=  बिलयोसगँ तानकेो दखेाउँछ । 
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यस सामािजक ढाचँाह5ल ेहामीलाई ह�ु लामा सब ैित�बतीभाषीह5 बीच बिलयो सामािजक एकVपता छैन भM े

कुरा दखेाउँछ । िबशषेगरी िलमी $#े र बारगाउँ $#े बीच िबचारणीय िकिसमको िभMताह5 छन् । अतः धरैे 

पिरसूचकह5ल ेसब ैित�बती भाषीह5 बीच कुन ैिकिसमको सािमwय दखेाउँछ, तर पिन भािषक तथा जातीय दवु ै

दिृ�कोणल ेबिलयो सािमwयता छ भM िहचिकचाउनपुन > *श6त अनिभRता तथा िभMताह5 िवpमान छन् । 

 

७.२.२ िसफािरशह
 

ह�ु लामा ित�बतीभाषीह5 बीच एउटा कुन ैतहस�मको जातीय–भािषक एकVपता िवpमान छ, जनु ग�ै–ित�बती 

भाषीह5लाई उनीह5लाई अलlयाउन *श6त बिलयो छ तर उनीह5लाई एउट ैVपमा हने= पया=2 बिलयो भन ेछैन । 

ह�ु लाका ित�बतीह5सगँ काम गदा= यो ब�ुन मह[वपूण= ह0ुछ िक कुन ै$#ेमा िबशषे िकिसमको िभMताह5 रहनछेन् 

र 6थानिबशषेको बोली र मनोबिृ�ह5केही मा#ामा िभM ह0ुछ । भिव�यका सब ैभाषा िबकासका *यासह5ल ेयी 

िभMताह5लाई %यानमा राfनपुछ=  । 

 

७.३  भाषाको सजीवता तथा EGIDS 

 

७.३.१ �ा� कुराह
को िसफािरश 

हामी यो िनि�त गछ� िक ह�ु ला ित�बती िकिसमको लािग EGIDS बग=, मानवशा6#मा तह ६क (भीषण) भएको 

कुरा यथाथ=Vपमा उzखे गिरएको छ । हामील ेह�ु लाको ित�बतभाषी गाउँह5मा भाषाको *वीणता तथा सजीवता 

उ^ भएको दfेयौ ं। उनीह5 धरैेजसो समय हरेक $#ेमा आeन ैिकिसमको बोली *योग गछ= न्, हाट–बजारमा जादँा 

तथा ग�ै–ित�बतीभाषीह5सगँ अ0तिj= या गदा= मा# उनीह5 नपेाली भाषा *योग गछ= न् । ह�ु ला ित�बतीको 

अ0तरप6ुतीय संjमण (एक प6ुताबाट अक� प6ुतामा सन >)को मा#ा उ^ छ, जसल ेबिलयो भािषक सजीवताको 

संकेत गद=छ । मािनसह5 आeना बालबािलकाह5ल ेपिहल ेआeन ैबोली िसकेको चाह0छन्, र ितनीह5 आeनो 

भाषा आफैल ेपिरवत=न गद=छन् जब अ5 मािनसह5ल ेउनीह5को भाषा बो-दनैन् वा किहलकेाही ंउनीह5को 

िकिसमको बोली राxोसगँ ब�ुदनैन् । हामील ेयो पिन दfेयौ ंिक ह�ु लाको ित�बती िकिसमको बोली EGIDS तहको 

पूरै ६क तहमा दिेख0छ । यो दीगो मौिखक 6तर समान हो । 

 

७.३.२ िसफािरशह
 

समदुायको भािषक सजीवता (EGIDS) तह कुन ैपिन भाषा िबकासको *यासमा %यानमा रािखन ुपन > कुरा हो । 

समदुायको भािषक सजीवता 6तरल ेकुन आगामी कदम समदुायको लािग सबभ0दा बढी फाइदाजनक ह0ुछ भM े

कुरा िनधा=रण गद=छ । यस मािमलामा, जहा ँह�ु ला ित�बती समदुायसगँ भीषण सजीव भाषा छ , [यहा ँभाषा 

िबकासका *यासह5 सिजलसैगँ िलिखत सामkी तथा सा$रताhारा *ार�भ गन= सिक0छ । 

 

७.४  िवकासका आका-.ाह
 

 

७.४.१ �ा� कुराह
का सारांशह
 

यpिप हालसाल ैह�ु लाको ित�बतभाषी समदुायह5मा मातभृाषा िबकास *ायः छैन ज6त ैछ, तर उनीह5को आeनो 

भाषामा लfेन र पgन िसTनलाई स�भा�यता*ित मािनसह5को अिभVिच दिेख0छ । दवेनागरी वा स�भोता 

(ित�बती) िलिप लखेनमा   
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फरक मािनसको फरक 6तरको अनभुव छ । 6वीकारज0य सोधपछु तिरका (Appreciative Inquiry method) 

hारा  हामील ेमािनसह5लाई भाषा वा अ0य कुराको िवकासको लािग उनीह5को आशा र आकां$ाह5बारेमा 

छलफल गराएका िथयौ ं। 

समkमा मािनसह5ल ेआeनो भाषा िवकास गन > आकां$ा राखकेो दिेखयो, र मािनसह5ल ेअ0य धरैे कुराह5 बताए 

जसमा उनीह5 पिरवत=न भएको हने= चाह0थ े। 

 

७.४.२ िसफािरशह
 

बिलयो भािषक सजीवता का साथ ैसमदुायह5 आफँैबाट भाषा िबकासको आकां$ा दखेाएकोल ेह�ुाको ित�बती 

भाषी समदुायह5को लािग आगामी कदम सा$रता काय= तथा िलिखत सामkीह5 हनु सTछ । तर [यस 

अव6थास�म पlुनका लािग समदुायह5hारा िवकासका मौिखक Vपह5 बढी 6वीकार गिरनछेन् । (ज6तःै–

मातभृाषामा िसकाउन ेजनु िलमी गाउँको *ाथिमक िवpालयह5मा भइरहकेो छ) । यी कुराह5ल ेसमदुायह5को 

िहmज ेलखेन िवकास गन > आकां$ा र सा$रता काय= शVु गरेर बहभुािषक िश$ा *यासह5लाई सशn पान= सTछ । 
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